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TyPes of ga.s ana.lysis. 
Methods for the ana.lysis of gases may be divided 
into two. general classes, physical and chemical. In 
.chemical methods, a consti tu.ent of t he gRs mixture under-
goes chemicc.l reaction a.nd the a..l!lount of the constituent 
is determined 'by change iri volume or by supplementary 
chemica.l methods such a.s ti tra.tion. The physical methods 
of analysis differ in that no chemical change takes place 
in the gas. Instead, a determination is made of some 
physical property which is related to the composition.of 
the gas mixture. Some of the physical properties which 
have- been used for purpose s of analysis are density, 
viscosity, refractive index, dielectric constant, and 
·thermal conductivity. 
Physical methods of analysis ha.ve come into 
very wide use within the last decade. They are reliable 
and capable of a. very considerable accuracy. Some of the 
methods are applicable to continuous recording devices, 
and it is in this field that ·their greatest comµiercial 
usefulness has been found. 
Many commercial operators who ha~e been sat-
isfied in the pest with intermittent and perhaps infre-
quent chemical analyses ha.ve come to realize the valu.e 
2. 
of continuous gas analysis records. In addition, the 
ra.pid development of chemical process industries during 
recent years has resulted in a real demand for equipment 
which will give accur2-te and continuous ana.lyseE of gas 
mixtures. 
The thermal conductivity method. 
Of the physical methods of gas analysis, that 
utilizing the measurement of thermal conductivity has 
found the widest application. The chief advantages of 
this method are: 
(a) The method is ada.pted to continuous recording· and 
to the operation of relays, alarms or controls at definite 
predetermine<i ga.s concentra.tions. 
(b) The analysis of a ga.s is made within five minutes or 
less~- so that a continuous record follows closely the 
aotua.l gas composition at all times. This is especially 
adva.ntageous in control or alarm process~s. 
. . (o) Accuracy compc:ra.ble to that of chemical methods can 
be obtained, . the accuracy in any case depending on the pre-
oau t ions of _analysie the operator is willing to take. 
(d) The equipment cost, although greater than the cost 
of equipment for intermittent chemical analysis, is well 
within reach of those requiring equipment for continuous 
recording and control. 
3. 
(~}- Ana.lyses a.re made with a very limited amount of 
~_ttention on the part of the opera.tor, and the equipment 
Hf' adapted to commercial processes since highly ski1led 
operators are not required. 
The chtef limitations of the thermal conductiv-
ffy method are: 
r~) An empirica.l ca.libration must be made on gases of 
~nown composition, since the dimensions of the measuring 
cell cannot be controlled with sufficient -accura.cy to 
p~rmi t calculations of the cal-ibration.· 
lb) The method a.s usually applied is applicable only to 
b1ri~ry gas mixtu~es, although ternary or more complex gas 
m1xtUres may be analysed by special methods. 
('~)' The method is applicable only to ga.s mixtures in 
which the thermal conductivity of· the gas to be measured 
)ts '.·apprecia.blW different from the conductivity of the 
o:;ther .constituents . 
THE THEORY OF HEAT CONDUCTION IN GASES. 
Definition of heat conduction. 
Conduction is the process by which, in conse-
~ence of inequalities of tempera.ture, heat is transferred 
f~om bne portion of a body to another portion in~ediately 
:adj~cent to it, or from one body to another in physical 
.contact.with it, without appreciable displacement of the 
p,a.rticles ·of the body. It is distinguished from radiation, . 
which may take place between bodies which have no material 
connection ancl are at a considerable distance from each 
Pth~~, and from convection in which heat is tran~ferred 
within a fh1 id by the mixing of one port ion with another. 
General eouation of heat flow QI conduction. 
The conduction of heat is quantitatively ex-
p~~ssed by the statement that the rate of heat flow in 
tbe~direction of diminishing temperature·through a given 
~ebtion normal to the directiori of flow is directly ~io-
iti~tional to the area of the section, to the difference 
I:B:>·:tempera.tu_re between the two faces of the section, and 
tnversely proportional to the thickness. 
fi) ···.· s!.9_ -:: -Kdx dy dQ , · 
dt dz 
(-where 2:..9. is the time rate at vrhich heat is conciucted in 
:, . dt 
!the direction of the temperature gradient d9 across a 
dz 
5. 
parallel section of area dx dy. The constant of propor-
tiona.li ty K ie called t _he thermal condu.cti vi ty. 
The thermal conductivity K depends upon the 
nature of the sub.stance and u_pon the temperature at which 
measurement is ma.de. Its numerical value depends upon 
:the system of units employed. If the qua.nti ty of heat 
-~ransferred is expressed in calories, th~ time in seconds, 
and the flow of heat is considered through a section one 
cm~ ·· in area and one er.a. in thickness, with a. temper.ature 
tradient of 1°0. per cm., then K will be expressed ~ri 
-2 -l(o -1)-1 calories cm. sec. C., cm. . This unit for the 
~xpression of K will be used throughout this thesis. 
The significance of the thermal conductivity constant for 
gases. 
The different gases vary widely in their abil-
ity to conduct heat; for example, the conductivity of 
hydrogen is approximately seven times that of air. The 
thermal conductivitj:es .of some of the more common gases 
are given in Table 1. 1 
The relation of the thermal conductivity of 
gases to other physical properties, such as specific heat 
and viscosity, has been studied by a large number of 
brilliant investigators. Maxwell was the first to point 
out the significance of the kinetic theory as applied to 
thert11al conductivity. He assurned.. that molecules are 
TABLE 1 
THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF GASES. 
O Thermal Conductivity-K O O C 100 C 
Hydrogen 0.000380 0.000479 
Helium 0.000332 0.000398 
Methane 0.0000703 
-----
Oxygen 0.0000557 0.0000718 
Nitrogen 0.0000545 0.0000692 
Air 0.0000533 0.0000682 




Nitric oxide 0 .0000497 -----
Ammonia 0.0000478 0.0000741 
Ethane 0.0000430 0.0000765 
Argon 0.0000378 0.0000495 
Nitrous oxide 0.0000344 0.0000499 
Ca.rbon dioxide 0.0000327 0.0000494 
Hydrogen sulfide 0.0000287 -----
Acetone 0.0000317 0.0000373 
Benzene 0.0000197 0.0000390 




Neon 0.0000106 0.0000129 
point centers of force repelling each other according to 
a fi / tli power law of distance, and obtained the relation: 
( 2) K - f Cvn, 
where Cv is the specific heat at constant volume, n is., 
the viscosity, and f is a constant. 
Another deduction from the kinetic theory made 
by Manre112 is that the viscosity of a gas is independent 
of i t .e pressure. Equation (2) shows the intimate rela- : 
tion between the dependence of x anfu-::n on . pressure . and <-
temperature, and it followed immediately that the thermal 
conductivity should be independent of pressure. This 
relation was first determined experimentally by Kundt 
and r.1'a.rburg3 and has since been found to hold ov-er a 
wide range of pressures. At pressures- lower than 0 .. -1 om. 
of mercury the mean free path of the molecule·s bectlfleS 
~~. 
comparable with the thickness of the gaa: layer, and: th• ' 
thermal conductivity of a gas is very n~arly proP.oTtional 
to the pressure. 
The value of th~ constant f . ~n ~qu,~101 "(~)' 
has ~,e_n _Q. ._ subj~ct -_ C?f ,uph investigation_. __ _ .J3y cal_qulfl.-:-
tion f;om the kine~i~ th,o;y~ ,Ohapm.a,n.4 obtai~ed t~~ -vl\-ge 
2. 5 for monatomic gases, while -~~o_lcen5 obtained th, :Values 
1.9 for diatomic gases and 1.75 for triatomic gases. 
The difference in value of the function fa~ 
pears to lie in the mechanism of .,'.Q~at conduction by ,_ 
different kinds of gas molecules. In monatomic. gases, 
the molecule is symmetrical and only the. internal energy 
of the molecule can be trarisferred. More compl~ gas 
molecules possess energy of rotation, and bot'h the :trans:C . 
latione.l energy and the internal · energy are effeot;ive· iri ·. 
heat transfer. The value off is therefore decreased as 
a relativeJ.y greater proportion of heat t ·ransfer takes 
place by translational energy. 
Jeans6 has derived from fundamental relations· 
- :'.' 
the ·-equa.tion: 
(3) K - 1(9y -5)Cvn , 
4 . 
where y is the ratio of the specific heats -B· This 
~ 
represents the most accurate formulation off so far 
,: . < .• __ ·:·· -~.-~ 
obtained. Table 2 due tb Jeans shows the compa.ris~-~ :·: of · 
the exoerimental values off and the values calculated 
.·\{:..- " .Ir. S':~:-~-..-' -."."- > 
l)r. f - !(9y -5) for a number of .common gasa-s • . 
Dependence .2f. thermal conductivity ~ temperature. 
The variation of the thermal . conductivity of· . i_< 
,a gas with temperature is intimately related to '. th~ . c,hang!J . 
7 · ··> .:_.::, 
;.9,f Viscosity with tempe,r~ture. The Sutherland . relation' . 
<y· 
for the temperature _dependence of viscosity has be~n -ver~-
... ;._.·_· 
ified for :11 0 .ny gases over a wide range· of temperature · 
above -100°c. Eucken8 has shown that for five different 
gases the r a tio of the conductivity to the viscosity is 
a constant over the temperature ran-ge -80°0. to 100°0, . 
9. 
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so that the Sutherland ·relation may be applied to 6-ori'dtic::. 
ti vi ty. The temperature dependence ,.is therefore gi_ven bf: 
(4) . Kt= Kz73 27~! gG~jla:, 
where T is the absolute temperat\lre and C is known a·s 
the Sut herland constant. 
The constant C obtained from equation (4) may 
then be used to compute the temperature coefficient of 
thermal conductivity,C,0 : 
· ( 5) 1 dK 
II O = K273 al" 273. 
If the value C = 120 obtained from viscosity data. is 
taken, the temperature coefficient of air woul(i be O. 0027. 
rrom the "Values of thermal conductivity of air at ooc. 
and 100°(;)'. given in Table 1, the coefficie~t by equation 
l 5) is 0;"()028. The mean temperature coeffic;ent of ther"."" 
mal conductivity from observed values at o0 and 100°0. for 
some of the common gases is given in Tabie 3. 
Thermal conductivity 2! gas mixtur·ee. .. 
If the thermal conduct i vi ti es in a mixture of 
gases were strictly additive, the resultant conductivity 
·would follow the relation!. 
(6) 
where p1 . is the partial pressure of the gas whose thermal 
conductivity ii K1 and p2 is the partial pressure of the 
gas whose thermal conductivity is. Ka· However, in most 
11. 
TABLE 3 
THE TE31P-ERATURE COEFFIOIE:JT OF THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY , GASES 
Ammonia 



















gas mixtures the thermal conductivity does ·not follow 
this simple relation because of the attractive forces 
existing between the molecules. 
12. 
It has been shown by a number of investigators 
that a.ccording to the kinetic theory the thermal conduc..:. 
tivi ty of a ga.s mixture should be represented by: 
( 7) K :: K J f- .,,...---K~2~-
. 1 1- A~) . 1 -t B(~p 
where K1 and K2 e.re the conductivities of the gases whose 
partial pressures and p1 and P~p and A and B are constants 
the value of which are: A - .J..A1 +s.\2,'!!J. .,.m?. . .ll.2 ~~2~ m1 Yl 
B = ..J..{,!h+s~2y~rtm2 .Z12 
T2\2s2 m2 Ya 
s1 2nd s2 are the diameters of the molecules of gas, 
m1 and m2 are the molecular masses and they terms are 
obtained from the Sutherland factors: 
Y1 = 1 • ~1, Y2 = 1 ~ ~, 
If A - B = 1, equation (7) 
formula (6}. 
Y12 = l + fl2> 012 ~ 
reduces to th~ simple mixture 
Weber9 has found that the calculated values 
of A and B do not lead to the correct value for the ther-
mal conductivity of mixtures. However, if A and Bare 
determined experimentally for a mixture of two gases, 
equa.tion ( 7) bolds for all values of p1 and Pa. 
13 . 
. .. Recently:-Grties and Schmick10 have examined 
: mixtures of ga.ses ·the conductivities of , which differ widely 
from the simple mixture_ equation. These gas mixtures were 
. · air a.nd acetylene, air and ammonia, a1·~ and water vapor, 
. and ca.rbon monoxide and ammonia. They fo.:und that the 
thermal conductivities · of these mixtures ,-could not be 
:_ expressed even approximately by equation {-7). They there-
fore examined the ~ela-t ion 01z :::Vcioa, :· which is derived 
by using Nev.rton I s mass attrac
0
ti.6.n as the :h~sis. If the 
molecules of a gas mixture· have ._different ~lectrica.l 
. ' ·~ . 
moments, they concluded that Newton•s:· maes attraction re-
lation does not hold. From the known nature of th~ elec-
trical moments of the gas molecules investigated, the 
relation: 
( 8) C;a. = 0 • ? 33Y Cl O 2 
is obtained. · '.That . is, when molecules having unequal 
electrical symmetry collide, the forces of attraction be_: 
tv,een them are greatly reduced. This results in an i~ ': 
crease of the mean free pa.th and of .the conductivity. 
. . . . . . : . . . . . 
The data obtained by 'Gru-ss arid Schmick are 
plotted in Figure lb. ~fiB:s is. ·t'he . ratio of the _the~ 
conduct ivi t .y of the· gas ffiiiture to that o.f air. The ·: 
thermal conductivities calculated by equation (7): modified 
e,cco:i;ding to equation (8) are -given in Figure la. The 
calculated conductivities do not exactly equal those det·er-
mined experimentally, but they a.re at lea.st qualitatively 
correct. 
14 . 
. THEORY OF THE SIMPLE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY CELL 
All technical thermal conductivity measuring 
· cells have been developed with slight modifications from 
... 
the original. design due to Sch1eiermacher. In the simplest 
form they consist essenti~lly of an electrically heated 
wire of high temperature coefficient stretched coaxially 
· •ithin a hollow metal cylinder. It is : of interest, there-
~ 
· fore, to examine the electrical and thermal relations of 
this type of cell. 
Aoplication of the general equation of heat flow. 
The general equation of heat flow may be ap-
plied to a t h in section of material with p&rallel faces, 
one of which is maintained at a temperature G1 and the 
other . at a temperature Qz. When equilibrium has been 
established the amount of heat flowing into the section 
through one· face is equal to tha t flowing out through 
the other. The quantity of · heat Q passing . through the·· 
eecti'orl is proportional t ~ · the 'difference in temperature 
between the faces, 91-92, · to the area between the~: twe·: 
faces -A, to the time t, and va.;riee inversely as tll~ · ·. 
thickness of the section A. That is, · 
- . 
(9) Q = KAt(G1-Qz). 
-,- . 
Equation (9) is thus the integrated form of equation (1). 
16. 
'.-::!he ~ ,ipe factor. 
The ra.tio of the area to the thickness of the 
sectton through which heat f~ow ;is 'being considered has 
,·I . . 11 .. • 
been q-alled by Langmuir the shape factor. For parallel ·-
plat~s the . sha pe fact~r is A and equation (9) may there-
z 
·---fore be written in the general form: 
J:,;,( 10) 
..,; .... ··.\. 
'fhe shape factor has been calculated rigorously for -on1·y · 
.;· three geometrice.l forms; pa.r& .. llel plates, concentric 
'."i' 
cylinders, and conc~n'tric spheres. Other geometrical 
forn.s give rise to oomplica.teft' heat f l.ow ·which cannot be 
., 
1
' subjected to ri gid mathema.tica.l treatment, and the · sha~ . 
. . ' f tact6r can be determined only approximately. 
" Heat flow between concentr;c cylinders. 
Consider a ·wire of radius r 1 stretched coax-
' ia.lli within a. cylinder of radius . ~ and length 1. The 
; cross section of any _eonoentric cylinder of gas of thick--
ness dr is given by A = 2Slr, where r is the ra.ci ius of · 
the cylinder whose thickness is dr and l is t he length·· 
of t he cylinder. The area-thickness ra t io then beco r.Ges 
for concentric cylinders: area •A= 211rl, which on 
thickness dZ cir · · 
integration between limits g ives: 
(11) Shape factor - 2al • 
. ln8 r2/r1 
l 7. 
If equation (11) is combined 1,fi th equation (10) V"e obtain 
the relation: 
( 12) I"\ -~ - ~K(Qi-92)' 
l~ r 2/r1 
_where 91 is the temperature of the wire and Q2 is the tem-
perature of the external cylinder or cell w~ll, and Q ie 
the quantity of heat pa.ssing per unit time. If Q. is given 
in W watts or 0.239W calories, we can apply equation (12) 
to the simple thermal conductivity cell-. _ The equation 
may be rewritten in the form: 
(13) 
fo~ use in calculating the temperature reached by the cell 
wire. 
Since K varies with the temperature, the temper-
ature coefficient must be taken into account. For the 
range O-l00°c. the relation is expressed approximately by: 
. (14) 
where fl is the temperature coefficient of therrr:a.l conduc-
tivity and Q represents the mean tempera.ture of the ga.s 
within the cell. For the utmost accuracy Q should be 
represented by the logarithmic mean gas teinperature, b~t 
the arithmetic mean 91a'~2 is approximately correct; ~d 
may be used for all practical purposes. · Equation (13) 
may now be written 
(15) 
18. 
THE MEASUREMENT OF THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF GASES. 
Ec.rly Work. 
The rate of cooling of heated bodies in gases 
was examined at a very early date. Dulong and. Petit12 in 
1817 studied the rate of coolinl of thermometer bulbs in 
hollow metal vessels, and obtained a matherJatical relation 
for the rate of heat loss. They considered the heat loss 
as due to two causes, radiation a.nd convection., and did 
not recognize the effect of conduction. 
A laboratory experiment usually attributed to 
Grove was described by Dr. Andrews13 in 1840. An electric 
current was passed through a. fine platinum wire stretched 
within a. glass tube, so that the wire wa.s heated to in-
candescence when surrounded by air ·. When the air was 
exhausted from the tube the wire still glovired vividly, 
but on admission of hydrogen to the tube the wire was 
cooled to a very much lower temperature. 
Another early study of heat flow in gases was 
ma.de by Magnus14 . He employed a glass bulb exposed ex-
ternally at one · end to water kept at ~he boiling point 
by a current of steam a.nd a.t the other end to water at a 
constant temperature. A mercury thermometer in the upper 
part of the bulb was read when a steady state was obtained. 
The thermometer readings varied depending on the gas pres-
ent in the bulb, but since many factors were present 
· 19 .. 
other than hea.t conduction ·through the gas, the results 
were of no quantitative value. 
Buff15 used a similar apparatus but replaced 
the .mercury thermometer by a the;moelectric . couple of 
palladium and iron. His results, like those Of Magnus, 
·were complicated by many factors, and he arrived at the 
conclusion that when perturbating caue~s were sufficiently 
guarded against no observable conduction effect is present. 
Pecltt16 made extensive experiments on heat losses from 
surfaces, and confirmed the mathematical relations found 
by Dulong and Petit. 
None of the early investigators who~~ wort 
has been described recognized the effect of heat conduction 
in their experiments, the entire heat loss being attrib-
uted to radiation and convection. Indeed, many believed 
that heat conduction in gases is negligibly small. Tyndall 
attributed the cooling of a wire more rapidly in hydrogen 
than in air as due to the, greater mobility of the hydro-
gen molecules. In view of later work which has shown the 
difficulty of separating conduction and convection effects, 
it is not surprising that the early workers failed to 
differentiate between the twQ factors. 
Difficulties of measurement. 
Therinal conductivity is among the more diffi-
cult of the physical constants to. measure with. any degre·e 
of precision. In contrast with electrical conductivity, 
ther~ is no miterial •hich is in ~x~eilent thermal in-
sulator and . which would enable heat flow to be directed 
:·where desired . . Further, ·equilibrium· is established almost 
instantaneously in an electrical system whereas so.me time 
ls required to establish thermal equilibriwp. 
~h~ separat;on of convection and conduction 
effects has caused much difficulty in measurement of the 
thermal condu9tivit~~s ?f.,_ga~e,,.: .,, In ,)n~st publ;i_fll~d work, 
-the telative _imp?rta~ce Qf th~ t'10 factors has no' been 
properly ev~~~ted. Ip f~ct; _~-~~lf i:e9_~ntly has the ,:prob-
. lem been thoi-~ughly underl3t0<?,4· ._ .... 
-~. .;.";- ... ,. . { - ·~' ·.1 • . • :; ,,:: • ) -,. 
i'J'~t\.} hermal _ co~~1:,1-~t:r~ tr_ _~f ·;;air has ~~!~ ex-
amined more ··c.~:efully t "han that ofo an,-'. other gas and the 
. . ~..- ... , . . -~-··;.,. .. . . . ':. J: . ' ' 
difficulty o; -!rasurement is shown by ' the fact that the 
. . r ·: 
nineteen published determinations of K deviate from _the 
• • • ~ :·: : ."I. :·--. -'; /: ~ • ' .--. 
weighted mean ',_bf an ave rag~ of 7J?. Data on the th,~rmal 
conductivity c;>f other g~ees a;e· P~?babty in er!o.r, _ 91. a 
considerable amount, and in. some cases .. _are wholly 1.µ1re-
. ~ ·~t .. 
liable. 
llodern determinatic;m~ ·-~.f th~rmal conductivity 
have been made by three principal methods: 
21. 
; .(a) The cooling thermometer method 
, (b) The film method 
( c) The hot wire I!lethod. 
The latter two methods are capable of giving aCC\J.l'a.te 
results, but very careful experimental_ technique P.JUSt be 
.used, and corrections made for all fac~ors of hea~ loss 
,other than therma~ conductivity. The diffic~l tie~ ).n"."' 
herent in each met.hod of measurement will b.e . discu-ased 
" with the descriptions of the methods. 
Cooling thermometer method. 
'The first quantitative determinations of ther-
. mal conduct·fvity were made. by Kundt and ~Varhur'2:l 7. A 
-- hea.ted thermometer. was allowed ·to cool in an atmosphere 
· of gas -1nclosed Tn a vessel, and the rate of cooling was 
found to be depe~dent upon the kind of gas used. These 
investigatdrs re.cdgnised that· th~ thermometer loses heat 
by radiation, by convection.icurrerits within the gas, and 
by conduction through the ·gas . 
. 'k .oorre"cti~n ·was -made -for -the·-rad.i~tion loss, 
'and the effect of convection currents was minimized by 
'exhausting the gas to low pressures. From experiments 
. . 
wt th vessels of different shapes, the rate of ·. cooling at 
·1ow pressures was found to be indepe·ndent <>'f the shape 
of the vessel and convection ourr~nt'e therefote 
could not account for the loss o.f he a t from t ·he .. thermom-
eter. The tot al heat lost minus tha t lost by radiation 
gave d irectly t h e hea t lost by conductio.n. lt .was: foui+.d.. 
tha.t the r a te of cooling in air was·, c·onstant between 150 mm •. 
and 1 mm. a.nd in hydrogen between . . 150 min'. and 9· m.m. pres-
sure. Since the thermal capacity of the. thermomet~r .was 
unknovm, t he absolu.te thermal condudtiv:ities ·. were .. mot · cal-
cula.ted, but it was found that the conductivity of hydrogen 
was 7 .1 times t hcLt of air, while the · corresponding· re.tio 
for c e.rbon dioxide was O. 59. The value for air a.t o0 c. 
was set down as approximately 0.000049, however. 
Stefan18 observed the cooling of a thermometer 
fitted with a double~ envelope 'of coRper and brass. Tbe'. . -
air between the two · envelopes •-a·s heated 'by the interior 
and cooled by the exterior ·.su.rf·aQ,e. Kn9wing the .tempe;r-
atures of these surfaces and the rate of cooling , the heat 
. flow and thermal c·onduotivi ty, of the gas could be calcu-
lated. The value found for air was 0.0000588, which is 
somewhat high, sino~ the radiation loss was neglected.. 
Stefan also found that the thermal cono.uctivi ty was in- · 
dependent of t he pressure, and that the conductivity of 
hydrogen was 7 times that of air. 
', 
Winkel~ann~9 who experimented with spheres 
and cylinders along the s ame lines a.s Stefan, arrived 
at a value of 0.000052 for air, and a tempe~ature co-
efficient of 0.00277. 
The coolin6 thermometer method is subject to 
the .following· chief sources of error: 
(a) The effect of convection cannot be absolutely elim~ 
inB.te_d even by exhaustion of the gas to a low pressur_e. 
(b) · The . determination of the exact radiation loss f ·rom 
the thermometer is difficult. 
( c) A correction must be made for the heat loss a.long - · 
the thermometer stem. 
(d) The thermal capacity of the thermometer must be · · 
known accurately. · 
The difficulties inherent in the cooling ther-
mometer method make it less desirable for &ccurite work 
than the other methods to be de~cribed, and it has not 
been used in .recent years. 
Film method. 
This method was first -used by Todd~O . Sinoe 
the film is located horizontally and heated fron_i ~he upper 
surface, convec~ion effects do not enter, and the .heat 
~oss takes ~lace by conduction and radiation only. The 
radiation loss . is independent of the thickness of the 
film, hence the necessary correction can be determined 
by experimenting with films of different thickness. 
The apparatus consisted of two plates 30 om. 
in diameter, vtith the film of gas to be tested between 
them. The . upper pla,te was heated by steam, while the 
lower formed the top of a flow caiorimeter. The gas film 
was isolated by use of a double walled cylinder of paper. 
By measuring the temperatures of the two plates and deter-
mining the a.mount of hea,t flowing through the gas, the 
thermal conductivity could be calculated·. Films of l mm-. 
to 5 mm. in thickness were used. The thermal oonduct1v-
i ty of air, reduced to o0 c., wa.s found to be O .-0000495. 
Hercus and Laby21 used an improved app&ratue 
of the film type. Three plates separated by the gas 
were used, the upper two being equally heated so that · 
heat could flow downward only. The middle ,plate . wa•-·; 
supported by small ivory buttons, and surrounded by=: a 
guard ring ~t the same temperature as the plate. The 
heat flowing to the lower plate was measured by & · flow 
calorimeter. The necessary correction was made -for · · 
radiation- losses. Using an air film of 6.28 mm. ::tlit.Ok• -
ness, the thermal conductivity -at o0 c. was found .;o_ be 
0.0000540. 
The film m·ethod is capable of oonsici'e:table 
accuracy if the necessary precautions of experiment are 
observed. It has the advantage over other~metbods in 
25:. 
eliminating heat transfer by convection. The radiation 
factor can be corrected for fairly accura~ely. The chief 
disadvantages of the method are: 
(a) Determinations can be made only with the use of 
la.rge temperature gradients, and the method is therefore . 
unsuited to determinations of the temperature coeffici_ent 
of thermal conduct~vity. 
(b) The complicated construction of satisfactory appara-
tus, involving the use of guard rings and of plates of 
accurately known sizes and distances apart,· gives rise 
to possible sources of error. 
(c) The temperature gradient must be determined by 
measurement of the temperatures within the plates them-
selves. Thie precaution was not observed by Todd, who 
measured only the temperature of the steam ab9ve th~ ·: , 
upper plate, ·and the temperature of the water tn . the flow 
calorimeter below the lower plate. It is now known that 
measu.rements made in this way give rise to Targe .err~rs, 
· ::·• _ince ~co.mp~rattvely large tempetat:ure gradients exist at 
the ext_erior surfaces of the plates~-
The correct proc;:edure. 1ras employed: .by .:aeroue 
:".,. ~. -. . .. ' . ~. · .. 
and La.by, who measured temperatures by means ·;.Of copper-
• •• .• · • • ~: • ... ' < • • ' .,. -~.• -
constantan thermocouples imbedded . ~ithin the plat,es .. . 
themselves. .A.n accurate measure ·. of temperature gradient 
is obtained when the temperatures. of the _plates are 
measured in this way. 
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Hot wire method. 
This method employs an electrically heated 
wire surrounded by a coaxial cylinder cont~ining the gas 
under observation. The method wa.s due ori ginally to 
Andrews, but was first used by Schleiermacher22 for 
measuring the a.bsolute thermal conductivity of a gas. · 
In Schleiermacher•s experiments the wire was 
kept a.ta constant temperature and the rafe of energy -
dissipation was measured. The vessel was exhausted in 
order to obtain the r adiation loss and end corrections. -
The value for the thermal cofiductivity of air at o0 c. was 
found to be 0.0000562. 
Goldschmidt 23 improved Schleiern:acher•s original 
method by comparing two wires of different lengths in-
closed in silver capillaries inserted in a massive braes 
block. . .This procedure permits an accurate determination 
of the heat loss through the ends of the wires. The · same 
method was also used by Eucken24 in his experiments· on 
the thermal conductivities- of gases. 
More rec en tl y Weber25 has carefully stutHed· 
<':· 
the method .. He used a. glass tube · about 2. 5 . C!il. ·,:tiF'd.i.i.. 
a.meter with a platinum wire 12 cm. lon.g stretched wi t .hin 
1 t. The temperature of the wire varied from· 7 to- 25°0. -
above that of the glass tube. In order to arrive at' the 
effect of convection currents, the heat loss from the _. 
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wire wa.s studied for both horizontal and verticel posi-
tions, and for pressures from atmospheric .down to a few 
millimeters of mercury. The end loss was determined by 
testing two cells similar in a.11 respects but length. The 
thermal conductivity of air at o0 c. was found t~ -be -, 0.00.00568 ~:-
- - · -. ; 
The hot wire method has been greatly i~proved 
by Gregory and his a.ssocia.tes~6 The eel.ls were fJla<ie f+om 
carefully selected glass tubing. Tube.s ,. of ; two le:ngtha 
. were used to determine the necessary end corrections. ·In 
addition the tubes used were of two diameters, narrow 
tubes of 1.-2 cm. and wide tubes of 2.8 cm. internal diam-
eter. The radiation loss was calculated and p:roper cox ... . 
rection made therefor. 
The use of tubes of unequal diameters permits 
the heat loss due to convection to be acourately , deter-
mined. The apparent thermal conductivity of -a gae. ,at 
atmospheric pressure is not the same in the wide and 
n~rrow tubes, due to the effect 9f .co~v~ction. ~ 'iYt:·Q .Q"."'! 
cessi v.ely lowering tqe pressure, .. it is found th~t t).e. 
apparent thermal oonducti vi ty is equal in the two ··tubes 
a.t a, def1ni te pressure, which is that at 1rhi~h iO'>:~!ffQ .. l .on 
effects vanish. 
Al though the hot wire method .requ'1;es oare,ful . 
experimental work in order to obtain accn.µ-.ate ::r-e$Ult$, 
it has been found more generally applicable than any of 
the other methods for measuring .thermal o6nduc5tivity. 
While ma.ny of the earlier determinations are of very 
dou ~tful accuracy, later work with improved app~ratus 
.as. 
has furnished data which may be considered fairly. reliable'! 
The recent ·work conducted by Gregory has -furnielled the: 
most accurate data available at present. 
The sources of error in the method are-.. many:;, 
but they n~ay be eliminated or compensated for :wit~ .a :' 
{air a.egree of. accuracy. The most important of these 
sources of error, together with the steps which may be , i . 
vaken to overcome them, are: 
(a) The radiation loss from the wire, which may be .oal-
Culated Jrom independent determinations of the radiation 
from platinum wires. 
(b) · The effect of . convection, which may be reduced bt-·. 
reduoing rthe· ge.a pr.essure and almos·t .completely elim1n&\ed 
by the method· employed by Gregory. 
fo} . ·The 1- he&t .lose :!through the ends of the wires, •t1.1Qh 
1,s oompenaate.<1:·,f .or by employing cells similar .in all ,_: ','- ... _· 
J:e.epe.ete but '.}lengt.h, -. 
(d) The ina;CO'l?-·~&C)/~'of cell dimension-a, whlch ~equ.11,:ea:-. 
t~at :,tlle .,,. 1nl~_r$<,T \<1-1,a.meter of the cell and the diameter ;- . . . , .... , f 
?' 
of the wi:r~ be unif.orm a.nd of accurately knqwn value•, 
$1ld that <the wir~ ~~ disposed absolutely ~oncentrical~y 
within the oe~l. 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF EQUIPMENT FOR ANALYSIS OF 
GASES BY THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 
Historical. 
The use of thermal conductivity a.s a method 
29. 
for gas analysis wa.s first suggested about 1880 · by Leon 
Somzee, who printed a des6;iption of his method privately. 
This description is no,t now available, and the only known 
reference to it is in the Report of the Prussian Fi·re · 
Damp Commission, which gives no details. 
The work of Schleiermaeher and Goldscbmid:t· on · 
the determination of thermal conductivities has already 
been discussed, and was an important step tows.rd success-
ful thermal analysis. 
The Vereinigte -Mascheinenfa.brick27 of Augsburg 
patented in 1904 the use of the thermal conductivity to 
obtain an indication or a record of variations in the 
composition of a gas mixture 'containing hydrogen. several 
devices were specified, in one of ·which the resistanc·e · 
of an electrtoaily heated wire in a closed tube · is measured. 
The : method was not su'ocessfully applied, however. 
· ·. 28 · 
' Koepsel developed an , instrument · for ·the 
determination of -tlle hydroge~ content of produe·er gas, 
whion ·he claimed was capable of detecting O .001i hydrogen. 
He also suggested the use of this instrument for deter-
mining the carbon dioxide content of flue gases and the 
3-0. 
methane content of mine ga.se .. s ', but did no experimental 
work in these fie1d.s. Koepsel' s apparatus consisted 
esse'ntially of four electrically heated wires, which 
formed the arms of a Wheatstone bridge. Two of the al-
ternate arms were exposed to the gas being analyzed, the 
other two to the comparison gas. The apparatus was 
designed for use in _a rapidly flowing gas stream, and . 
elaborate housings were provided for the wires in order 
to shield them from convection effects. 
Siemens and Ralske29 in 1'913 introduced an · 
instrument in which the gases going to the two sides of 
the bridge were '. passed through tubes in a common me,tal 
block to bring them to the same temperature, and dispensed 
with Koepsel ts s·pec,ial housings for the wires. , 
In 1916 Shakespear applied for an English 
patent on an instrument which he called the , 11 katharomet'·et-"-·. 
This consisted of two hel.ices of fine platinum-'Wire: 
mounted .in holes in a common metal block, with manga.ni~ 
resistance coils forming the other two arms of a Wheat· 
stone bridge. The instrument wa,s applied to the :~·-deter~ 
. ' ~- ; ' 
mi nation of hydrogen, especially !i th reference -t'e> the· " 
diffusion _of hydrogen through balloon fabrio'"a, anti. '.o ,th-e:t·, , 
materials. The English patent wa.s kept secret' for ·mil:~ 
i tary reasons, but a further pa tent30 was taken: out in ' 
this country in 1919. 
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In ~1915-1916 the Spe;r·ry Gyro.scope Company 
independent1y developed an apparatus f6r t h e detection 
of hydrogen in air~ tn 191? ·: a similar. instrument was 
developed by Le~is -, Argo and Olson at the University of 
. .·~·. -. 
California-. It was successftil~y ·used for several purposes, 
and was submitted to the Navy Department for the determina-
tion of ·hyd!_ogen in ,·a1:r:. "-T~e,J in~trument was very simple, 
conststing of two wires stret<;ih,ed- :i.n :·:meta.l tubes and ex-
ihe other two arms of 
. .~, . 
the Wheatstone -bridge were ·f~:>'rmed . by :manganin ·_ resistances. 
-· ·. 
In 1918 work on the method wa s begun at the 
Bureau of Sta.~dards31 . A type of cell wa.s developed which 
dcitild b~ successfulli appli~d -for the anal ysis of several 
different gas mixtures • . The. construction o: the cell 
...... . . : . . . . . ·.' . . ... . ~· ;· _: t :,.: ; . ··. . . 
· is shown .1:n .Figu_re 2 . . :_- The "Q_a;l~ced -Whea.tstone bridge was 
. .·. . . . . . . 
use-d -thr.Qµghout . the. work· .. >Th~ ,B_u·reau of Standards appara-
. , : • , . 
tus· was ~~plied :t_~---th~ analysi;s -~i-helium in air·, hydrogen 
• . • ·, ' . ·• • • ··;, • '' ,; •.-; ~ ~ •• ' • • I • 
· and carborf mOnOxid.~ ' ~n vii:r1qlii(~i:s )llixtures and ammonia 
in mixtur e s of hydrogen and nitrogen. 
Since 1920 several manufacturing firms have 
. . . 
. entered the field,· and the equipment for technical analysis 
has been greatly improved and simplified. Indicating and 
continuous recording devices have been applied so that 
reliable analyses can now be obtained with little atten-




provided by relatively unskilled operators. Commercial 
equipment is at present manufactured by the Leeds and 
Northrup Company of Philadelphia, Charles Engelhard 
Incorporated of Newark, the Brown Instrument Company of 
Philadelphia, Siemens and Halske of Germany and the Cam-
bridge Scientific Instrument Company of England. 
Typ~s of commercial measuring cells. 
The Leeds and Northrup Cell. The type of cell 
manufactured by the Leeds and Morthrup Company is similar 
to the cell developed by the Bureau of Standards, but 
many improvements have been made. The construction of 
the cell is shown in Figure 3. The cell cavities consist 
of two holes 0.375 inch in diameter bored in a solid braes 
block 4.875 inches long. The cell elements consist of 
platinum wires 0.002 inch in diameter, which are covered 
with a thin layer of glass approximately 0.0005 iridh in 
thickness. A platinum--gold alloy spring wire serves. to 
hold the fine cell wire taut and in permanent location. 
The gas to be analysed is introduced into the 
cell by a conveoti_on flow device due to Peters~2 ."the flow 
of gas ,being evident from the ~igure. Since the inlet and 
exit tubes of the measuring cell enter the main sampling 
tube a.t approximately the same point, wide variations 
in flow through the main sampling tube do not affect the 
gas flow through the measuring cell, which is induced 
34. 





solely :bY the cons·t .ant heating. ·effect. of )he ·cell:: .w~xe .. 
The S cell contsjins normally a ~ta.nda.rd ga;s ·:sea.Je:¢:.)tp 
for comp~rison. 
The Charle s>Engelha.rd Cell. Fi,gure 4 shows; .a 
cross-section of the cell and the type of measuring bridge 
manufactured by this concern. The gas chambers consist 
of holes bored in a solid briss block. The interiors of 
the chambers are gold plated. The thermal measuring 
elements consist of spira.ls of platinum ribbon O .02 inch 
~~ • ,,t ( . " ·:, •• 
wide and 0.0055 inch thick, wound on a. · qu.artz tube 0.10 
inch in diameter. and covered :.with a second . quartz tube,~ 
The whole is then fused. together and ~he comp1:·ete,d :efe.ijent 
is approximately 2.5 inches long and 0.15 inch in di~meter~ 
' .·· 
These thermal elements a.re mounted · in the ·'hra~s block by 
:~ . ·-. . . . 
sealing: with ce rnent. The adjustable sleev.e i~ provided 
to equalize the hea.t dissipation of the ·two· thermal ele-:-
mentsl since iri the process of manufacture the two sides 
of the .cell cannot be made therma.llyequal. 
The Brown Instrument Company Celt( . This ,>ct:f11 · 
contains four cell units mounted in holes :Ln ·a ·sthgfe. rnetai 
. · .. ·· ,.· .. ~ . 
block. The cell : block · is a heavy a.l_uminun;r c_~st:.g. The 
cefl . eJements oon~.ist 9f 0.005 i:iich.,·dt.a•tet:~~~ Pt~:t'.inum wires 
wound· helically ·and supported at . fi v,e ·i ·rit.e·rm~diate points. 
A cross-section of this cell, toe;,etpe~ ·:w;th, the m:ea.suring 
bridge used, · is shown in Figure s. 
Figure 4 • 
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The Sie ,:. ens and Halske Cell. Tbi s cell contains 
four ~ires mounted in holes bored in a circular casing 
o·f metal. It differs fron~ aJ. 1 other commercial eel ls in 
that the wires are norm~lly operated in a horizontal 
posit~on. Four cell v.- ires 2.re used, two sealed up in a 
compa.rison gas such as air and two exposed to the gas to 
be analyzed. The manner of gas fl ow is evident from the 
sketch, Figure 6. 
The. Cambridge Scientific Instrument Company cell. 
This cell _follows closely the design of Shake8pear. Two . 
helices of platinum wire are enclosed in tv:-o separate 
c·e11s in- a copper block. The cell Cc'!,vi ties a.re O .6 · inch 
·long and O. 24 inch in diameter. The helices ' are of pla. ti-
num wire 0.001: .inch in diameter and are 0.32 inQh long . 
,.r- , . 
? 
The . le~di ?ro~ the cell e1ements are in~ullted fiom the 
.t •. 
met~l b~ock by eboni te plugs. Two mangan_in ratic coils 
are . us.t.i<i · to'· complete the Wheatstone bridge. A oross-
seotian of tbe cell is shown in Figure 7. 
!;p.es---ll meaauring oircui ts. 
f~tential ~ method. It has been · ah~, that 
the temperature and therefore the resists.nee of an\· e·1ec-
trically heated wire ~ounted ~ithin a concentric cylinder 
is dependent on the thermal cond.uctivity of the gas 
surrounding the wire. In order that t h e temperature of 




Fi gure 7. 
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conditions must be fulfilled: (1) the ambient temper-
- · ... ,. • - •• , ,: •••• •• ; .• .• ·~;-,; ¥ "M' .~- ~ • • • .. 
ature must be kept constant; (2) the current through the 
wire must be held at a constant value. 
Under these conditions the a..rrangement ·. shown 
in Figure 8 may be used for the analysis of gases. · The 
' ' 
voltmeter which is cOl)neoted a.cros.~ the measuring wire 
will give a reading corresponding .to the resistance of 
the wire and the_:refore _indicates the- composition of the 
.. 
gas within the cell. For more preoiee results the poten-
tial drop a.cross the wJre may be m.ea.au:t"ect by a potentio- · 
meter. 
Since an ambient temperature and a wire current" 
of sufficient oonstanoy· can be obtained only in the lab-
oratory, this me.tl'lod has a very limited appl ica tio:r;t. For 
technical analysis the \Vheat.stone bridge arra,ngement is 
always employed. Two cell elements· are used, onc:Lcsxposed 
to the gas be'ing analysed and the other to a comparison 
gas such as dry ~ir. The Wheatstone bridge may be com-
pleted by adding two similar, cells or by the use of, 
mangani·n ratio\ e·oils. This ~~~~gement reduce-a the ·· &rrore 
oaused·by change of ambient telp'p~ature and wire Q:urrent, 
since such changes effect the standard and comparlson w1r,a 
by nea.riy the same amount. 
Deflection bridge~ One of the simplest bridge 




standard and measuringcell elements form two a.rm, ,ot 
the bridge, while 1: and N are m,anganin resistance . CQils,. 
Current is .supplied to the bridge by battery Ba and 
regulated by a variable resistance R to the value de-aix,ed 
as indicated on ammeter A~ A simple calibrated galVtl).-:-
ometer or milli~o1 tmeter G is connected. across the· l::>ridge ~ 
If the bridge ia_balanced with a.ir in both the Sand X 
cells, admission to the X cell of e.ir mixed with another -
gas · sucb as carbon dioxicie couses a ch8.nge of resistance 
of the X wire. The bridge is therefore unbala.nced ·and, 
the · amount of unbalance caused by a o.ef ini te change in 
gas composition is indicated by a corresJ onding o.eflec-
tion;:· of the . indicating instrument. 
The deflection indicator may be ~a.de an 
.. integral. part of a reoording instrument so that contin-
. uous reoords e>f gas composition can be obtained. In 
,,,..Qb,:a :reco~~r the poaition of the pointer is stamped 
at 11.nt.e-.rvals-_ o.n · a mov~ng paper chart by a. special 
' ' 
i4,~han.1sm. This type pf recorder can be used to operate 
o•ntrols or .alarms, although positive contact is not 
easily obtained due to the necessary cielicacy of the 
deflection instl"Ument. 
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The deflection bridge has the advantages of 
simplicity and low cost. Its chief disadvantages are: 
(a) It is difficult to constr~ct an accurate deflection 
ind.icator which is sufficiently sturdy mechanically to 
be used as a recording instrument; {b) The indicator 
or recorder must be located close to the measuring bridge, 
since resistance introduced into the lead wires cause·s 
error in reading; (c) The deflection instrument itself 
possesses a temperature coefficient which may cause errors 
of reading. 
Balanced bridge. Figure·-9 sho•ts· :-a diagram of 
a balanced brid:ge arrangement. A slide wire and shunt K 
of resistance appropria.te to the range of gas composition 
to be measu~ed is ':inserteci between M and· N. · An inexpen-
sive galvanometer· can be used to indicate when the bridge 
is balanced. With this arrangement the bridge is kept 
balanced at all times by means o.f · tne slide wire and the 
galvan9meter is. used only as a :aull instrume:q.t. The slide 
wire ca.n be calibrated in terms of gas composition by the 
use of mixtures of known compositions and the instrument 
used _subsequently for the analysis of unknown gas mixtures. 
This bridge has been manufactured by the Leeds 
and Northrup Company. In most cases the galvanometer 
formed part of a self-bElancing recorder, so th&t the 
position of the slide wire was recorded continuously in 
terms of gas composition. 
Figure 9. 
The chief advantages of this type of bridge 
over the deflection type are: (a) The deflection in~ 
dicator is used only for balancing the pridge~ ~Q. there-
fore may be made more stui'~y mechanically than the de'.""' _ 
flection bridge indicator; (b) Since the leads from the 
bridge a.re pl?,Ced in series with ratio coils .Of fairly 
high resistance and since the lead resistance can be com-
pensated by 'using wires of the 68:IDe -size, the . reoqrder may 
. . . 
be' located at some d istance from the measuring bridge 
without causing errors in reading; (c) The rec-ording 
.J. 
i:frstrument possesses no temperature coe-ffiCient of i~s 
' , 
own. 
Unbalanced bridge with potentiometer. 
In this arrangement no effort is made to kee.P .. 
the b~idg~~ bale.noed. Variations in the r~sistanoe of the 
I wire caused ·by changes in gas composition prQd.uQt, 
c,~rresponc:Ung bi-idge .· unbalano.es which are mea..8.'\J;re,~ .J}lfy 
means of a potentiometer. 
This type of bridge iS; :~anufactured a't: '.:r,:r•_·eent 
b:y . ·the L~_eds and Northrup Company. I-n most cases &: con-
tinuous reading of gas compoa.j.tion is obtained by means 
of a Leeds and Northrup recording potentiometer. 
The advantages of this type of bridge are: 
{a) Since the lead wires from bridge to recorder are 
not a part of the bridge · circuit, the recorder may be 
47. 
located at a distance of 200 feet or ·more from the ·measur-
ing bridge; (b) A multiple point recor-der may be used 
to obtain successive readings on seTeral gas analysis 
bridges. 
A combination deflection arid p_otentiometer 
type bridge I Which haS been 8.pplied\ eSpeOi&l~y . tO t ,he 
... ' . . -- ·, ·. • ... · , 
analysis ·- of · carbon dioxfde in flue ga.se·s ·has also been 
manufactured. The deflection -in<ii.C~~C?i \ m&Y be plitced 
. . ~ 
near the boiler where it can '_be ·obse.rved by the fireman 
. • , • . . - · · ' l -· 
while the recording instrument may ··l:>.e --lQ~ted some,:.dis-
tance away in the superintendent's office. The v,iring 
diagram of this arrangern.ent is s-hown in Figure 10, and 
is given 1~ detail in order to show the complete form of 
this commercial circuit. 
Th'e complete equipment consists of five parts: . 
(a) The gs.a ~$).ysis cell and bridge. 
(b) The · oontrql box, containing instruments for adjust-
ing· the _·b#tdge current to the proper value, and adjusting 
the bridg~{1teelf: in order tha.t gas of a de.fin! te:;: compo-
sition ~y-'. be, made to read the desired value ori':,the 
recorder\ 
( c) The battery, w1 th trickle charger. 
( d) The indicating tr,eter. 
(e) The recorder. 

Explanation of FigMre 10. 
1-.leasuring bridg-·e: 
Sand X are the standard and measuring cell wires. 
Mand N are the ratio coils of the bridge. 
Mn is a manganin coil for current compensation . . 
Ni is a nickel coil for temperature compensation. 
Control 'box: 
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SR is the shunt resistance across the measiiring brfdge~ 
the drop across which opera tee t -h_e meter. ,· 
R4 and SW4 are for adjusting the recorder and the 
meter to the same reading. -. .. . . .· ... .. . 
SW1 is for adjusting the zero point of the me~evrfng bridge to any desired value. · ·· · 
sw3 is for changing the total scale range of the bridge. sw2 is for adjusting the total bridge current to the proper value. 
A is a milliammeter. 
Recorder 
sw5 is for adjusting the potentiometer current to 
- · the proper value. · 
SW is a shunted recorder slide wire. Rs is a resistance coil of such a value that the 
< potential drop across it when the potentiometer 
current _ is, of the proper value equals the 
potential of th~ sta.pdard cell. · 
G is a recorder galvanometer. .. 
x_. is a key for a.djusting :-the potentiometer current:··~ :· 
Re: is a high resis.tance to protect the standard cell". 
-~o is the standard cell~ . 
Battery and charger. 
Tie a transformer. 
Rec is a rectifier. 
Meter 
50. 
The location of ea.ch section of the circui t is shown 
on the di agram. Th e resistance coils for current and 
temperature compensation are described below. The func-
tions of the o t her sections of the circuit are given with 
the diagram. 
Al t ·ernating current. unbalanced bride:-. e v:i th potentiometer. 
The alternating current unbalanced bridge i~ 
simitar to the unbalanced bridge_ utilizing. direct c~rrent. 
The bridge current is supplied through a transformer 
from the al term~.ting current line· instead of from a bat-
tery. The measuring circuit was designed for use with 
a recording potentiometer. The complete circuit a rrange-
ment ·f s shown in Figure 11. · Since both t h e measuring-· 
' . ( 
,b .ridge and the recording potentiometer: circuit are · supplJed 
~rom the same power source, line voltage changes will '.·\ 
.. ~ . ~ ~ • ' Qo > • ' 't.1 ~ 
affect the current in both equally_. ·Errors in i:ea~fing e ._·. 
· cause,g. by_ modera;te changes in line voltag e are therefore 
small. 
In the diagram, G is an alternating CU1': rent 
recorder galvanometer, t he field of which is supplied 
directly from t he line. The phase of the galvanometer 
field is · regu.la.ted by means of the resistance capacity. ·. 
combination c. Mn is a m~ganin resistance ·of &ppr-oxi-
ma,tely O .08 ohms for c 1Jrrent compensRtion and Mi ie a 
nickel coil used for temperature compe~aat1on. The zero 
51. 
Figure 11. 
·of the cell may be adjusted by means · of : -res1:stBnce E, 
while· the slide wire H permits the total range of the 
measuring bridge to be changed. 
52 .. 
The advantages of the alternating current 
bridge . are that the maintenance and ·. replacement of bat-
tery charger uni ts is eliminated and the ··, uritt is made 
more flexible since any desired voltage or current is 
easily supplied. 
Current and temnerature compensations. 
It has been pointed out that a Wheatstone 
bridge arrangement containing a. mea.suring cell and a 
comparison cell must be used in order to reduce errors 
caused by changes of bridge current and ambient te:mper-
ature. These errors are not entirely eliminated, however. 
There are residual errors, due to the different tempera-
ture coefficients of thermal conductivity of the ·gases 
in the t wo cells, and to the differences in resistance 
of the standard and measuring wires caused by difference 
in gas composition. 
Although the errors due to current and temper-
ature chan e: es cannot be eJ..imina ted over the whole gas 
composition range to be analysed, they can be reduced to 
zero for any one definite gas composition in the measuring 
cell. This is useful in technical analysis, since accuracy 
is desired particularly in the vicinity Qf a certain 
operating gas composition. 
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Compensation for changes of current is ordin-
arily effecteci by inserting in series with the measuring 
wire of a resistance wire of z~ro temperature coefficient ~ 
such as manganin. The effect of this is to change the 
overall temperature coefficient of the measuring wire 
bridg~ arm. By use of the proper value resistance wire, 
the bridge may be made insensitive to current changes 
for the gas composition chosen. The compensation is 
effective for changes of current not greater than! 10%. 
Compensation for changes of ambient temperature 
can be- accomplished by inserting ih the· bridge arm oppo-
site the ·measuring wire a resistance wi::re·.:,,cf high temper-
ature coefficient such as nickel. Any ;n.e:quali ty in the 
_ :res'ista.nces of the 1'measur1ng and ·standard wires due to 
change of temperature can then be eliminat~d by making 
the .nickei resis~~ce coil of the proper ~vp.lue. The 
. temperat~re compensation is effecti,i~;- fo:r _thanges of 
appra:t:imately :i 20°0. 
It should be emphasized that co_mpensations 
for current and temperature changes can ·be made for one 
gas composition only. Errors are greater as the gas 
composition is farther removed from the point of co:mpensation. 
The current and temperature errors of th~ Leeds 
a.nd Northrup cell over the range 0-20'%, ca,rbon dioxijefare 
given in Figure 12. Compensations were made on gas contain-
ing l~ carbon dioxide, at which point the errors a1;e. zero .• . 
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Problems of cell design. 
In the design of a thermal conductivity qell 
for gas analys1 s it is de si·rab_l, to obtain as gre~:t -~ 
~ensitivity as po~sible, and to reduce . to a minimum_ any 
factors whi~h would c~use errors in the analysis. 
The problem o:f a~nsi ti vity will·· oe constdered 
flrst. The use of a. thermal ·coriduct"ivi ty cell in atkun-
balanced bridge will be chosen as an example., although 
it . shou.ld .:be under . stood that the problem· of sen~iti1'ity 
1$ prt!.oti:oally :the same. regardless of tlle trJ)e of · bridge 
used. 
The calculation of sensitivity in~ unbalanced 
. ' 
bridge_. Consider the unbalanced bridge shown in Figure 13 . 
._ potential Eis impressed on the bridge. Tp~ unbalance 
in volts V of the bridge for any values 'of resistances 
is then given by: 
(16) V -E· ( S _M} 
. - S+X M+N . 
If 1 t _· be· assumed tha.t S and X are equal in 
resistance ~hen surrounded by air, an6 if M and N are 
equal so that the bridge is,_balanced when S and X are 
surrounded by air, since the impressed voltage can be 
represented by I(s,x) 
v = 
(l ?_) v = 
according to Ohm's law, we may write: 
I ( Stx} {sf x - !) , which reduces to 
!( X - S) 
2 
5 6 . 
Figure 13. 
That is, under the conditions .assumed, the sensitivity 
of an unbalanced gas analysis .bridge in which the dif-
ference in resistances of X and S are due to a known, 
difference of gas compo.si ti:on in the two cells · may .:be~ 
calculated by multiplying the difference of resistance 
of X and S by .half the current. 
The · eensitivity ·of ·a gas· analysis bridge may 
now be obtained b1 ·consideration of the general cell 
equ.atton ( 15), which gives t.lie thermal and electrical 
relations of the ga~ an·a.lysi s cell, and of equation ( 17), 
which gives the,> el·ect r -ical rela t;ions-. of· the me asul'i?jg 
bridge. 
The sensi:t ,'1Ylty of a gaa analysis bridge may 
. . . . 
be -defined as the>· amounil of. ·unbalance of the bridge ·for 
a giir.en change ·1n·,pa oompo.sitiion·.~·t' It is therefore de-
sirable to make V-_in equation ·,{ l7)? as large as possible, 
. ' 
which means ~-that- ·t)l.e dlir:rent.::t .}Jrou-gh the cell wires I 
and the value o'f-- ·{x~s) ,:ahou:Ld<~ ;,<,ma.de as . large as poss·ible. 
c '~ • . .- • ' . • 
The quantities I t•d (~~s:): ·q,~ i:itow. . be considered in ,re-la~ 
-'i"-: ....• ~. • -' . ~ t '. 
tion to the general cell. 'equation.:{ 15) . 
Application of the general cell eguatio~. !t 
is desirable to express the power dissipated from the wire 
.., 
as I'"'R watts, and. equation {15) may be rewritten in the form: 
2 G1 -92 = 0.239 IR lne .la 21111: (liJ(itp.i>) , :~i·: ' 
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where R is the resistance of the cell wire. Since this 
resistance is expressed by Ql, it is desirable ·to make 
G1-92 as large as possible. It is further desirable to 
make the change of Q1-G2 with changes in gas composition 
as large as possible. 
A full discussion of the application of the 
general :cell _equation is beyond the scope .of this thesis, 
However, the qua.nt~ ties · involved and their ef.feots will · 
be sUJlimarized in the follow~rig p~agrap1ls • 
. ( a) The current- through the ce-11 wires I sheuld;· 
be made as large as possible. Increase of current in-
creases the sensitivity as shown by equation (17}. In-
crease of current increases the power di~sipat~d in the 
wire, which increases the temperature of the wires and 
therefore their resistances. These effects take p).ace 
separately but their result is additive. 
The upp~r limit of current is set by the fact 
that if the wires. are heate_d above a certain· .value, the 
temperature gradient is so great that convection currents 
are set up within the cell, and by the fact that a very 
high temperature causes insta.bility in resistance of the 
cell elements. In practice, it has been found that cell 
elements should not be operated at temperatures much 
above 200°0. In the Leeus and Northrup type of cell, 
this corresponds to a wire current of approximately 0.325 
amperes. 
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{b) The change of wire resistance due to unit 
change in gas composition, that is (X-S), increases with 
increase of resista.nce. It is desirable therefore to use 
cell wires with high resistance. The chief fact0rs to be 
considered here are material, diameter and length of wire. 
Platinum ha.s been generally ohos.en for cell 
elements.because of its chemical inertness~· its lm7 ther-
moelectric power against copper, and because it has a 
fairly high specific resi.stance and temperature coefficient. 
T~e resistance of a platinum ~ire increases as the diameter 
decreases, but wires of less than 0.001 inch diameter can-
not be used because of low mechanical strength. The length 
of wire · varies with the construction of tbe :., oell element. 
Straight .wires of more than 4 ·:inches . 1.n len8tb are sen-
sitive to vibration and are ·not · uaed;· -: !he -length of wire 
in :a - cell elemen·t is sometimes increased by using the wire 
in . the form of a spiral. 
. ( c) It · 1s desirable ::10'· ·aue ::·the (,•tlue lJle!.z 
r1 
as large as possible. Since the wire diameter r 1 is 
limited by the considerations given above, th~ only possi-
bility is to incr~ase the radius of the cell r 2 • An upper 
ifmit for the value of r 2 is set by the fact that convec-
tion currents are set up in cells of radii much larger 
th~ 0.20 inch. This value is l~~ger than· that given by 
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Langmuir for the thickness of a stationary gas film in 
contact with a surface, but experiment has shown -that 
convection is only a minor factor in a cell of the radius 
given. 
The effect of heat loss from~ cell wire ll 
means other than conduction through the ga.s. The heat 
from a cell ·wire is dissipated in five ways: 
(a) Conduction through the gas. 
(b) Conduction through the wire supports. 
(c} Radiation. 
(d) Convection currents within the gas. 
(e} J']:ow of gas through the oell. 
It is of course desirable that pract ica.11 y all 
of the heat be dissipated by conduction through the gas. 
A small loss due to the other factors is not important, 
since . it does not change e.pprec iabl y due to change of gas 
composition within the cell. · 
Conduction through. the wire supports in the 
Leeds and. Northrup type cell acc9unts for approxim~tely 
1% of - the total heat dissipation, -while the heat loss 
due to radiation is only 0.1~ of the total heat supplied. 
q'11vection currents are negligible, since the diameter of 
the cell is well within the maximum allowable. 
A thermal conductivity cell is rather critical 
to· ·changee of gas flow, and for this reason only a small 
Si. 
flow of ga.s can be employed. For accurate work, . 4 ,flow 
greater than 3 mm.3 per secohd ca~not be used. For 
technical analysis the flow may be somewhat greater. 
Since so small a ga.s flow would cause a large 
lag, it is customary to use a flow o,f 100 cc. per minute 
or more through a. ma.in sampling tube, and to bypass only 
a. part of this gas to the cell itself. The means by 
which this is accomplished with the different commercial 
measuring cells has a.lready been shown. It should be 
not~ced that the convection flow device used in the 
Leeds and Northrup type cell is the only one in which 
the rate of gas flow through the cell is independent of 
the rate of flow in the main sampling tube. 
CONSTANCY OF RESISTANCE OF FINE PLATINUK ~.-6'.R~-,PLA;.ID)l 
. . . .. -. · .. : ' ~··.;. -~·-· ·_ 
IRIDIUM WIRES ~-
The constancy of resistance of platinum wires 
-· ". . . ., ~"' . 
for use in resistance thermometers has been carefully 
· . . .· · . . . - . '· 3·3 
investigated by the BtJ.reau of Standards. · The problem of 
constancy of resistance of fine wires suitable for use 
in ga.s analysis cells presents a somewhat different 
problem, since wires of O .002 inch diam-eters are used 
comparep. with wires approximately 0.004 inch in diameter· 
or larger used in resistance thermometers. In additlon~, 
1Jires used for gas analysis cell elements must be kept. 
un~er __ .slight te~ai_o~ · in order to keep the wire al•a'ya,. 
centrally loo.ated within th·e cell,· .. a.nd ithe. cell .w.t .:tef iM:la:t: 
not- _change :~·its position within: the ~ell :_tor any. reaeon. 
· ;. Work at the Bureau of Standards has shown 
t~t :Platinum wire is· ·not oouetant in reslstanoe ::unless 
~ount4';d:· 1:ia. ,.such, a way that . atrains . do llO·t exist ·· in thft 
W.1~ .• · ·1-.1-the ease ,- of re-eiS'ttl.Qce ·:t ·hermome1.ers, _thi&.' :. 18< 
&O.Qompl:-i·thed by . windlag : thf.l:t ··1i"e ·.loeeelJ .@ a mlc:a,:fcrzm. 
,· .. ... - - . ··- ', ~ .; 
It·· .is , &lso ,'necessary ·to tho:rough-1-• ~ne&l ., the pl.J&:'tl . . 
• -_ire by -heati:Q.:g to a. tempe.rature ·o1:·app'ro~imat.eii ~000°0. 
. . 
In .. order to avoid 'the danger of ~de)tydr•·Ung the mica the 
anne:allng ·ta secured by a series of· flaahe.s, ·allowing. 
the .w1n :; to cool after each flash. 
. .. .. .. 
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Since a small change of ··res:istance in a oell 
element us·ed for gas analysis causes oonsi_derable~ errors, 
it ts absolutely necessary that the c·ell elements be 
constant in resistance in order t .o avoid changes in ce.1- · 
ibra.tion of the cell. No data concerning the consta.ncy 
.. ~.f _; _~-~-! .~~anc~ . of . ~i-~~- -fll~~-!~1:1~!. w~!es · ·under the conditions 
prevailing in gas analysis cells wa.s available and -the 
work on platinum resistance thermometers was _not directly-·, 
applicable to the problem. A comprehensive . inve.e_tig;atio:r( 
of th~ "consta.n:cy.-'.o.f ' ·resistance of fine platinum cell wires 
was therefore carried out. 
t "xperimenta.l procedure . . 
In. the work to be described, the. platinum wires 
were sealed in spec;ial, .glas~s c;ells of the type .shown in 
Figure 14a. Figure 14b shOV.' S the assembled cell :. The 
leads. were of no. 22 platinum wire. . Cell wiree- ·'of O .00·2 
i~ch diameter and 4 inch length were used throughout -the 
work.. The wires were kept taut by means of a gold~platinum 
. . . 
· alloy spring, and were. normally ·placed: Under a·, ·5 ~gz:am 
. teneion. All connections were mad~, with ;used .,?~~j The 
wires were mounted by sealing the lead wires into · the · 
ends of the t l&ss cells, the desired tension being secured 
by weighting the lower lead wire while the glass . seal was 
st;11 molten. Dry air was passed through the cell ·for · 
15 minutes and the side tubes were then sealed off. 
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11gure l4a r1gure 14b 
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The cells v.rere mounted in a constant teii:pera-
ture oil bath, ~~d th e wire resistances measure~ at deeired 
intervB.ls. The tem~)erature of t h e cells wa.s ke~ot constant 
to a,p?roxb:atel y o.01°c. wh ile n:easurements were being ma.de. 
The a rrange r~:ent used for measuring t }:1e resis-
ta.nce s of the \d res is shov:n in Figure 15~ Swi t c :: C was 
used for short circu iting the 50 ohm resistance· while 
measurements v:ere being rnade at the 0.20 a,mpere current. 
The complete circuit used for t he measurements is shown 
in Figure 16. By means of the ;r1ul tiple , point _sF i tch . ( 7) 
the resistance of each of .12 : wires i _n .. ~an 0.11 .. . bath could 
be determined. The swi toh . bo~-' made. cdnn·ec,tion .of the 
measuring circuit to three sete of 12 cells eaoh in sep-
arate baths. The· use of these two i swft~h~I)g ai-rangements 
perrtii tted the measurement of·· _re,1s.tanqe- · on ·35·:"'ires ')ri th 
a minimum of t1rne and ef fo.rt .• 
'The current· through:. ~aoh :wire was · a(}justed to 
t.he desired value by· me&surin,g": thEf potenti&X -(frop across 
a e.:t.and~ reeitJt$Jlce in ·se~l es witn the w1r·e. Tl\e po-
.teut1al ,d·rop ac rose the .. wire . was the-n measured,· from 
which the resistance wa'? c·e.lculateq. by Ohm's l~w. '. All 
potential mea.si.;rerr.ents were .mace with a Leeds and Morthrup 
Type K potentiometer and Type HS galvanometer. The resis-
tance measuremente· __ ~e:,:e accurate to appro:ximat~ly ~ 0.01~ 





Resistance measurements were made e.t two dif-
ferent values of current through the wi,re; a~oa amper·e 
and 0.20 ampere. The use of two values of meas~~ing 
current permits a. determination of the constancy of loca-
tion of the wire within the cell. The 0.02· ampere current 
raises the temperature of the wire less than 1°c. and 
the location of the wire has practically no effect on the 
resistance. At the O. 20 ampere current the vlire is hea.tEid 
to about 100°c. , so that the temperature .of the w-ire :re . 
dependent on heat conduct·ion through the gas and the w1re,· 
resista.nce depends upon · the position within the cell. A 
comparison of a. series of mea.surements at the · two wire 
currents will therefore show whether or not the wire has 
changed its position within the cell. 
Constancy of resistance of annealed platinum wires. 
Twelve 0.002 inch platinum wires were-attached 
to the leaQ wires and flashed or annealed at approximately 
1000°0. The flashing was accomplished by heating _th•~ 
wire for six one-second intervals, allowing the wire ~o 
cool between flashes. The wires were then, mounted in .· 
the glass cells and resistance measurements made over a 
period of 176 days. The per cent change in wire, res1S:-
tance from the original resistance for each wire - i's given ' 




























TA:e,y 4~ -. 
.INNEAL$D PLATilm)( _ wn•s 
Per Cent Change in \Vire Resistance (0.02 ampere) 
Daya 
1 4 _7_ 15 25 39 57 · 74 
0 0 0 +0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 0 
0 0 +0.01 +0.02 , 0 -0.01 0 0 
0 0 0 +0.01 -o;.02 0 -0.01 0 
+0.01 -t0.02 +0.02 +0.02 0 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 
0 0 0 .f.0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 0 
0 0 -,.o .01 +0.02 -0.01 0 -0.02 0 
0 -0.01 -0.01 +0.01 -0.03 -0.02 --0.02 -0 • .02 
0 -0.01 0 +0.02 -0.01 -0.01 -0.02 -O~Ql; 
-0.01 -0.02 -0.01 -0 .01 -0.-03 -0.03 -0.02 -0~·02 
-0.01 :-0.03 -0.02 o· -0.03 -0.03 -0.04 -Q~02 
-0.01 -0.01 0 .a.o .01 -0.02 -0.02 -0.02 -0.02 : 
-0.01 -0.01 -0.0l .f.0.01 -0.04 -0.03 -0 .03 - -0:.0-2 
Days 
91 112 130 148 176. 
-
-0.01 -0.01 -0.01 0 -0.01 
0 0 0 -0.01 -0.01 
-0.01 -0.02 ...;;o .03 -0 .04 -0 .-04 
-0.01 -0.01 -0.01 0 -0.:01 ~, 
-0.01 -0.01 -0.01 ...:o .01 - -0£01 , 
-0.01 -0.01 0 -0.01 -o ·/01 :-
-0.02 -0.02 -0.01 -0 .02 -0 .02 ' 
-0 .01- -0.01 -0.02 -0.02 -0.01 -
-0.03 -0.02 -0.02 -0.02 -0.02 
-0:~Gtf -
-0.03 ' -0 .03' -0.03 -0.02 
-O.Q2 -<r.02 -·- -0.02 -0.02 -0.02 . 
-0 •. (l3 -E>>. 02::. -E> '.,03 .: -0.03 -0 .04"';' 
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TABLE 4. (crontinued) 
ANNEALED PLATINUM WIRES 
.Y.~~~ 
Per Cent Change in Wire Resistance (0.20 ampere) 
---
Days 
Wire 1 4 7 15 25 39 57 74 
l -0.01 -0.01 -0.02 0 0 -0.02 -0.02 -0.03 
2 0 0 -0.01 0 -0.01 -0.02 -0.02 -0.02 
3 -0.01 -0.01 -0.02 0 _;Q.01 -0102 -0.02 -0.03 
4 -0.01 0 -0.01 0 -0.01 -0.02 . -0 .02 . -0.02 
5 -0.01 0 -0.01 0 0 -0.01 -0.01 .... 0.01 
6 0 0 -0.01 -0.01 -0.02 -0.01 -0.01 --0.01 
7 -0.01 0 -0.01 +0.01 -0.01 -0.02 -0 .02· .;.0. 02 
8 0 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.02 -0.02 -0.02 
9 -0.01 -0.01 -0.02 -0.02 -0.02 -0 .02 -0.02 -~o .oa 
10 -0.01 +o.o:i -0.01 -0.01 -0.02 -0.02 -0.02 -0.02 
11 -0.01 0 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.02 -0.02 . -0.02 
12 -0.02 -0.01 -0.03 -0.01 -0.01 -0.02 -0.01 0 
Days 
Wire 91 112 130 148 176 
1 -0.03 -0.03 -0.02 -0.02 -0.02 
2 -0.03 -0.03 -0.03 -0.02 -0.03 
3 -0.03 -0.03 -0.04 -0.04 -0.04 
4 -0.02 -0.02 -0. 02. -0.03 -0.02 
5 -0.02 -0.02 -0.01 -0 .01· -0.01 
6 -0.01 0 -0.01 -0.02 -6.03 
7 -0.03 -0.03 -0.02 -0.03 -0.02 
8 -0.03 - 0 -t-0. 01 .f.O .01 +0.011 
9 -0.02 0 -0.01 -0.02 -0.03 
10 -.0.01 -0.02 -0. 01/ -0.01 0 
11 -0.03 -0.02 ..:.o .02 -0.02 -0.02 
12 0 +0.01 +0.01 0 -0.01 
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current of 0.3 ampere except during the period -of measure-
ment. · This value of current is approximately the sam·e-
as the operating current of the wire • . 
The maximum variation from the original value . 
of any wire is 0.04%. The maximum deviation from the 
mean is! 0.025%. Since the accuracy of measurement is 
- approximately 0.01%, the resistanc~ changes were ·e~idently 
- . 
very small and indicate that the flashed platinum wires · 
are sufficiently constant in resistance to be used in 
gas analysis cells. 
Since only very small changes of re·sistance 
were noted at any time, it is evident that the wires · 
had been completely annealed by the preliminary treat-ment. 
A comparison of the · measurements obtained at O .02 and ·o. 2() _, 
ampere shows tha.t the cell wires did not change their 
locations within the cell cavities. 
Constancy of resistance of unannealed -platinum wires. 
This investigation was carried · out to d~t.er.-.:.' 
mirfe the constancy .of resistance of platinum wires -wh;i~li> 
had not been annea.led at a high temperature and· td 
determine whether complete ann,ealing could be obtained 
with currents of 0.30 ampere, corresponding t~ wir~ 
temperatures of approximately 180°0.i Twelve 0".-002 :ino-h 
platinum wires were attached to lead wires ,and sealed 
in glass cells in the manner previously described .. The 
resistances of the V/ires were measured at intervals over 
a period of 188 days. Wires 7-12 were subjected to a 
continuous current of 0.30 ampere except during the period. 
of measurement. The per cent change of resistance ot 
each wire is given in Table 5. 
Unannee.leci wires subjected to a current o,t- · 
0. 30 a rnJ1ere dee reased a.pproxirna tely 1% in resistance 
during the first week; after this initial period the re-
sistance remsJ.ned substantially constant for six months. 
The initial drop in resista.nce during the first week 
varied from 0.90% to 1.32% with an average change of 1~05% 
for measurements at O .02 ampere and from O. 84% to 1.2~ 
with an average change of 1.13% for the measurements at 
0.20 ampere. 
The unannealed wires not , subjected to current 
decreased slowly in resistance during the first month. 
This may be attributed partially to the annealing e.ffeot 
of the current used ciuring the measurement of the ~e-
sistances. Further change·in ·resistance was small~ 
The results obtained show that the oell wi~ea 
are completely annealed by bei~g heated to 180°0~ with a 
current of O. 30 ampere for a period of one week. Aft.er· 
this initial annealing or aging period the wires were as 
constant in resistance as wires annealed at 1000°0. 
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TABLE 5. 
UN ANNEALED PLATINUll WIRES 
Per Cent Change in Wire Reei·etance· co·. 02· ·' !J!lPerel: 
Days 
Wire 1 7 25 47 65 79 97 
1 0 0 -0.01 -0 .02 . ....;Q .04 -0.()4 ~0.'04 
2 0 -0.01 -0.02 -0.04 ~0.05 ... Q.05 -0.06 
3 -0.01 -0.02 -0.04 -0.04 -0.06 . -0.06 . ..... o.oa 
4 -0.01 -0.03 -0.04 -0.05 -0.08 ~0.07 -0.08 
5 -0 .. 01 -o ·.04 -0.06 -0.08 -0.10 -0.09 ·~o •. os. 
6 0 -0.02 -0.04 -0.05 -0.06 -0;06 -0-..0S 
7 -0 .. 93 -1.18 -1.18 -1.17 -1.18 -1.18 --:i .. :19 
8 -1.00 -1.31 -1.31 -1.:.n -1.~l "'.'"1.31 ...:..1.:31 · 
9 .:.o .. sa -l,..·19 -1.19 -L20 -1.21 . ".'"1~21 . ~1 !·20 
10 -1.00 -1.29 -1.29 -1.30 -1 .. 30 -1.30 · ..i..1.31 
11 -1.00 -1.32 -1.33 -1.33 -1.35 ..;.1 :.~fi .:.1.5!5 -
12 -0.62 -0.90 -0.90 -0.90 -0-. 91 -0-~91 :....0~91 
Days 
Wire 114 131 152 170 188 
1 -0.03 -0.03 -0.04 -0.04 -0.04 
2 -0.05 -0.05 -0.05 -0~06 -0~06 
3 -0.06 -0.06 -0.07 -0.08 -0 -~08 
4 -0.08 -0.09 -0.09 -0.09 -0.09 
5 -0.09 -0.09 ..:..o.os ~0~10 -0.11 
6 -0.07 -0.07 -0.07 -0.07 -0 ·.08 
7 -1.18 -1.19 -1.19 -1.19 -l .. 20 
8 -1.31 -1.31 -m.31 -L31 -i.32 
9 -1.20 -1 .. 21 -1.20 -1 .• 20 ~L.21 
10 -1.31 -1.30 -1 .. 30 -L31 ..:f.31 
11 -1.34 -1.35 -L34 -1 .. 34 -1.3.5 
12 -0~91 -0.91 -0~91 
, · 
-o ·.s1 ·.:..o .s2 
•,} ' '• 
7+. 
TABLE 5 ( Con tinu~d) 
UNANNEALED PLATINUM WIRES 
Per Cent Change in Wire Resista.noe (0.20 . ampe·re) 
Days 
Wire l 7 25 47 65 ~ ~ 
1 0 0 -0.01 "'.'90 .02 -o.oa -o.oa -0.02 
2 0 -0.01 -0.04 -0.04 -0.04 -0.05 -0.05 
-3 
-0.01 -0.02 . -0 .04 -0.04 -0.05 -0.05 -0.05 
4 0 -0.03 -0.05 -0.06 . -0.06 -0.07 -0.07 
5 0 -0.04 -0.06 -0.07 -0.06 -0.07 -0.08 
6 -0.01 -0.02 -0.04 -0.05 -0.05 -0.05 -6 .05 -.· 
7 -0.88 -1.11 -1.11 -1.11 -1.10 -1.10 -i.10 , 
8 -0.97 -1.25 -1.25 ~l.26 -1.25 -L25 · -1.25 ,-\ 
9 -0.82 -1.13 -1.12 -1.13 . -1.12 -1.12 -1 .. 12 
10 -0.95 -1.20 -1.20 -1.tO -1.·ao -1.20 -1.20 · 
11 -0.95 -1.25 -1.26 -1.26 -:-1. 26 -1.26 -1.26 
. 12 -0.57 -0.84 -0.85 -0.84 -0.84 -0.84 -0 .8'4 
Days 
~ 114 131 152 170 188 ""'--
l -0:02 -0.02 -0.03 -0.03 -0.03 
2 -0.04 -0.06 -0.05 -0.06 --0.05 
3 -0.06 -0.06 -0.06 -0.07 -0.07 
4 -0.07 -0.08 -0.08 -0.08 -0.08 
5 -0.08 -0.09 -0.08 -0.09 -0.0'9 · 
6 -0.06 -0.07 -0.06 -0.06 -0.07 
7 -1.11 -1.12 -1.11 -1.11 -1.ll 
8 -1.26 -1.27 -1.26 -1.25 -1.28 
9 
-1.12 -1.13 -1.12 -1.l:3 -l.':t3 .::: 
10 -1.20 -1.22 -1.20 -1.21 -Lal 
11 -1.26 -1.28 -1.26 .-1.26 -1.27· 
12 -0.83 · -0. 84 -0.84 -0.85 -0. 94· 
75. 
Constancy of res1sta.nce of ·platinum-iridium wiree. 
The addition of' small a.mounts ot iridium 
greatly increases the tensile strengtpof platinum, and 
cell 1rires made of the alloy should exhibit somewhat 
gret-:.ter mech2.nical strength than . thos~ made of pure 
platinum. The addition of 5% iridium tp platinum increases 
its resistr:.nce from 60 ohms to 111 ohms pe_;r mi.l foot and. 
decreases the te~perature coefficiept from 0.0039 to 
0 _ .0019. The actual sensitivity obtainable in gas analysis 
cells, . being dependent upon both the resistance and the 
temperature coefficient, remains neaxly the same. 
This investigation was carried out to· deter-
mine the constancy of resistance of 0.002 inoh 95% plat-
inum-5% iridium wires. The moun:tin,K of the · wires and the 
measurements of resistance were made in the .same way as 
for the annealed and unannealed wires. Of . the ' twelve · 
wires used four were anne~led by flashlng at.1000°0 . . -.nd 
the other eight were unanneal~d. Two, c>,t th!' ~nnealed 
and four of the uriannea.led wires ·carri~<i a .~u;rrent of 
0.30 ampere except during the period of mea:surement. 
Table 6 gives the per cent change in :resiatanoe from the 
original value for each wire. 
The data in this table show that the platinum-
iridium wires exhibit the same general charaoteristios 




Per Cent Change in Wire Resistance (0.02 ampere).· 
Daye 
Wire l 4 7 15 25 39 57 1! 
1• 0 0 0 +0.01 0 0 0 0 
2• 0 ·o 0 0 -0.01 -0.01 0 .:...0.01 
.3*** -0~. ll -0.11 -0.11 -0 .10 · -0.13 -0.12 -0.12 · -0.12 
4*** -0.11 -0.11 -0.11 -0.11 -0.12 =-0.12 -0.12 -0 .12· · 
5 -0.02 -0.03 -0.03 -0.03 -0.04 -0.05 -0.05 -0.05 
6 -0.42 -0.43 -0.43 -0.43 -0.48 -0.48 -0.49 -0. 49 
7 -0.06 -0.06 -0.07 -0.06 -0.14 -0.14 -0.14 -0,.14 
8 -0.05 -0.05 -0.06 -0.06 -0.08 -0.09 -0.09 -0.09 
9** -1.45 -1.45 -1.45 -1.41 -1.47 -1.45 -1.45 -l.45 
10** -1.40 -1.40 -1.40 -1.40 -1.41 -1.41 -1.40 -1-.40 
11** -1 .. 47 -1.47 -1.47 -1.44 -1.47 -1.47 -1.47 --1.4"1 
12** -1.45 -1.45 -1.45 -1.46 -1.47 -1.47 -1.47 --1.47 
Per Cent Change in Wire Resistance ( 0. 20 ampere) • 
---
Days. 
~ 1 4 7 15 25 39 57 
l* +0.04 +0.04 .-.o .03 +-0.04 t-0. 05 +0.03 +0.05 
2.* +0.04 +0.04 +0.04 +0.04 ~0.05 +0.03 +0.05 
3*** -0.06 -0.05 -0.05 -0.06 -0.04 -0.06 -0.04 
4*** -0.06 -0.05 -0.05 -0.05 -0.04 -0.06 · -0.04 
5 .... 0.03 +0.04 +0.03 +0.03 +0.03 .0.02 +0.03 
6 +0.02 +o .02 +0.01 tOlOl t0.01 +0.04 +o~oa 
7 -tO .01 -1-0 .02 +0.01 -0.03 -0.03 -0.06 -0.04 
8 +0.02 ... o .03 +0.02 ... o.o:i. -0.02 0 +O .0,3·· 
9** -1.27 -1.27 -1.27 -1.26 -1.26 -1.27 -1.26. 
10•• -1.21 -1.20 . -1.20 -1.19 -1.19 -1.20 -La«,~· 
11** -1.28 -1.26 -1.27 -1.26 -1.23 -1.24 -1.20 
12** -1.28 -1.28 -1.28 -1.28 -1.27 -1.29 -1.27 
• Wires annealed. 
•• Continuous current of 0.30 ampere. 
10; 11 and 12 . by -cu~J:en~ alone appe.ren,tly, took . plao.e ,-more 
rapidly than the annea,1-ing of pu_re platinUlll-w.ires, 
al t:hough the total resistance change was approximately 
the same. 
Platinum-iridium wires containing: 5i iridiUUf 
are sufficiently constant in resistance to · be used as 
gas anatysis cell wires. Annealing may be . a~oured · 1:>Y 
flashing at 1000°0. or by subjecting the w1res to a curren) 
of O. 30 ampere for one . day ,. 'the wires b.a.ve : a gre~t~r-::' 
tensile strength than- pure ,platinum wires, , but a.re ~-~OliiL 
W,hat more brittle. 
Effect of wire tension. 
-, 
It is necessary to mount c·ell wires with a 
slight tension on the _heiical > springs-. in (?:td~r:' to keep 
the wires always cent~aliy lo6~ted within ihe cell bavi-
ties. It seemed -of importance, _ there~ore, to determine 
Wihether the ten,ston _on .a cell wire is capable of ca.using 
&· . ,., ... . , ~ · · , 
. any change in wire. resiatfJ,Itoe. over: a , pe-riod: of, seve.rea 
m_qn tll~.,. 
-'I'hie . problem ·1-s:.-,,even more important ln·-·view of 
the_ f~e:t ~ha·t apn:e~le~ wi~~-.s ~ecome- very soft.:,:; If- ·a -
airetching Qf; ,ven . -0 .• 0025 ::inch., takes·: place i .n\ e: wire 
·4:: incbe·s long, the ·: rEJ;s.ie,tartee , of\ . the ". wire :; h F cbanged by 
o .• l~. If a gas analysis cell is calibrated in terms of 
per cent carbon dioxide, a change in resistance of one 
wire of O.lfa ca.uses a.n error in analysis of 1% carbon 
dioxide. 
78. 
T~elve wires were completely annealed by 
flashing and mounted - in glass cells under tensions varying 
. from 1 to 15 grams. The methods of mounting and of 
measuring resistances were the same a.s those alrea.dy 
described. A contintious current of 0.30 ampere was 
passed thr6ugh the wires denoted by asterisks in Table 7. 
The per cent change in resistance of each wire is given 
in the table. 
Data in Table 7 show conclusively that tensions 
of from 1 to 15 grams ma.y be placed on a cell wire v:i th-
out affecting its constancy of resistance. It is im-
material whether the wire carries a current of O. 30 ampere 
or no current at all. 
Effect of vibration. 
Since many gas analysis cells in technical 
servic·e are subjected to vibration,- an investigation was 
desirable to determine· whether the constancy of wire 
resistance is affected by vib~ation. This test was car-
ried ou.t on the twelve annealed platinum cell wires 






























EFFECT OF WIRE TENSION 
Per Cent Change in Wire Resistance (0.02 
Days 
3 17 38 60 99 115 
+0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.02 0 -0.01 
0 0 0 +0.01 . 0 0 
0 -0.02 -0.01 -0.01 0 -0.02 
-0.01 0 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 
0 +0.04 +0.05 ... o .05 +0.06 +0.06 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
-0.01 0 -0.01 -0.02 -0.01 -0.02 
-0.01 -0.01 0 0 0 0 
0 -0.02 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.03 
0 +0.01 +0.01 +0.01 t0.02 0 
0 -0.01 -0.02 -0.01 0 -0.01 
0 0 0 0 -1-0.01 -0.01 
Pe~ ·Cent Change in Wire Resistance (0.20 
Days 
3 17 38 60 99 115 
0 .. 0.01 -0.01 -0.03 0 0 
0 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -..0101 0 
0 -0.02 -0.01 -0.02 0 -0.01 
0 -0.01 -0.01 -0.02 +0.01 0 
+0.01 +0.04 +0.05 ... o .04 . .f.0.06 ""'0.06 
-0.01 -0.0L -0.02 -0 .0·3 -0.02 -0.01 
+0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 0 0 
-0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.02 0 0 
+0.01 -0.01 -0.01 ·-o .01 +0.01 ·o 
+0.01 -0 .01 . -0.02 -a.or 0 0 
t0.01 -0.02 -0.02 -0.01 0 0 
0 -0.02 -0.02 -0.03 0 ~0.01 
Continuous current of O .30 ampere • 
Wires 
land 2 
3 and 4 
5 and 6 
7 and 8 
9 and 10 
Tension .!!!. grams. 
1 
























-0.03 ... o .01. 







-·o .02 +0.01 
-0 .Ol ··: 0 
-0.01 
-tO.O~ 
--0 .o~ oe 00 0 
. . . 
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The vibration was secured by mounting an .elec~ 
trio motor with unbala!nced shaft. on the P.late to which 
the cells .were attached. 'fhe amplitude . of . :vibration 
amounted to approximately 0.05 inch . . The frequency of 
vibration during the first seven days was approximately 
25 vibrations per second; during the· next nine da.-ys, 
approximately 40 vibrations per second. The vibration· 
in both cases was much more severe than ', any likely · to 
be encountered in commercial installations. 
The change of resistance of each wire is given 
in Table 8. A dash in the table indicates that the vhre 
was broken .at the time of ·measurement. Four of the twelve 
wires were broken at the end of seven days vibration and 
eight were broken after 16 .days. The wires which were 
not broken showed no change in resistance which could. not 
be attributed to error in measurement. It may-be concludeg.,, 
therefore, that a cell wire subject.ad to severe vibration 
over~ period of one to two weeks will br~ak before 
changing in resistance. A permanent elon~ation of th'e 
wire ·of more than 0.0002 inch would have .been detected 
by a resistance change of the wire. 
Effect of hij?)h current. 
Th~ ope~iting current of 0.002 .inch cell wires · 
is normally in the neighborhood of 0.30 ampere. As has 
been pointed out, a higher current causes inaccuracy of 
81. 
TABLE 8. 
EFFECT OF VIBRATION 
Per Cent Change in Wire Resistance 




16 7 16 
1 0 0 -0.01 &,Q. 01 
2 
3 
4 +0.01 0 
---
5 0 0 
6 0 40.01 -0.01 -0.01 
7 0 -0.01 
8 --- ---
9 
10 0 +0.01 ...... ·. _ 
11 -,.o .01 f0.02 0 ... 0.01 
12 +0.01 -t0.02 -0.02 +O ~ 01 , 
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readings~ since con11eo·t1on · currents are. set . up _,wi~llin 
th·e cell. Ne~ertheless, a ce1I _  w1re may ·a·ccl'aeni'itlly" 
be subjected to currents bigh-er than the ~-~~41 v~~~,.>, 
and it is desirable to know whether higher ·tmrrertta ~will 
cause -permanent change · in wire · resi.s.tance:. 
This investigation was . made onc: ... the unanne.e.Ied 
platinum wires a,fter the test8" already ci&eoribed had been 
completed. At 311 days after the original· testms· begu.n, 
the wire currents on wires 7-12 were increa.sed from -0.30 
ampere to O. 35 a.mpere. At 341 days the currents we·re 
increased to 0.36 ampere and operated .at this value for 
61 days. Higher currents were_ not used becau~!·· iy was 
known from other work that currents of 0.40 ampere 
cause failure of the \'!; ires. A wire curre.nt of 0.3S 
· ampere raises the ,iv·ire temperature to ·app~·xima'tely .250°0. 
The per cent change of ~resistanc• ~£or each 
wire is _given in Ta.ble 9. Measurements at lt . 7 and 114 
d_ays ar~ added for comparison. The current .:through wire.a 
~7-12 cove~ing the period of these first three measure- · 
· . . _ ..... 
'.lstent.s -given was 0.30 ampere •. 
It ca.n be concluded that wire currents up to 
0.36 ampere cause .no permanent change in wire resist~oe 
_ after constancy of resistance is first obtained. It 1 .. s 
thus evident that no.further annealing takes place due to the 
increa.se of 0.06 ampere in current . . . 
TABLE 9. 
EFFECT OF HIGH CURRENT 
Per Cent Change in Wire Resistance (0.02 ampere). 
Days. 
Wire 1 7 114 311* 319 341** 361 12.e. 
1 0 0 -0.03 -1.18 -1.18 -1.18 -1.18 -1.17 
2 0 -0.01 -0.05 ~0.07 -0.08 -0.08 -0.08 -0.08 
3 -0.01 -0.02 -0.06 -0.10 -0.10 -0.09 -0.11 -0.ll 
4 -0.01 -0.03 -0.08 -0.11 -0.11 -0.11 -0.13 -0.12 
5 -0.01 -0.04 -0.09 -0.12 -0.12 -0.12 -0.12 -0.13 
6 0 -0.02 -0.07 -0.09 -0.10 -0 .10 -0 .11 -0.11 
7 -0.93 -1.18 -1.18 -1.20 -1.20 -1.20 -1.ao -1.19 
8 -1.00 -1.31 -1.31 -1.33 -1.33 -~.33 -1.33 -1.33 
9 -0.88 -1.19 -1.20 -1.21 -1.21 -1.19 -1.21 -1.20 
10 -1.00 -1.29 -1.30 -1.31 -1.31 -1.31 -1.31 -1.31 
11 -1.00 -1.30 -1.34 -1.35 -1.35 -1.38 -1.35 , -1.34 
12 -0.62 -0.90 -0.91 -0.92 -0.92 -0.92 -0.92 -0.93 
Per Cent Change in 1.Yire Resistance (0.20 ampere). 
---
Da.ys 
Wire 1 7 114 311* 319 341** 361 12.e. 
1 0 -0.01 -0.02 -1. l:4 -1.13 -1.13 . -1.14 -1.14 
2 0 -0.01 -0.04 -0.05 -0.05 -0.05 -0.06 -0.0S 
3 -0.01 -0 .02 -0.06 -0.07 -0.04 -0.07 -0.08 -0.08 
4 0 -0.03 -0.07 -0.09 -0.09 --0 .09 -0.10 -0.11 
5 0 -0.04 -0.08 -0.09 ~0.09 -0.09 -0.10 -0.11 
6 -0.01 -0.02 -0.06 -0.07 -0.07 -0.08 -0 .08 ,. ~0.00 
7 -0.88 -1.11 -1.11 -1.09 -1.10 -1.09 -1.10 -1.09 
8 -0.97 -1.25 -1.26 -1.25 -1.25 -1.25 -1.25 ""91.24 
9 -0.82 -1.13 -1.12 -1.11 -1.11 -1.11 -1.12 -1.11 
10 -0.95 -1.20 -1.20 -1.19 -1.19 ' -1.20 -1.20 -1.19: 
11 -0.95 -1.25 -1.26 -1.25 -1.25 -1.25 -1.25 -1.25 
12 -0.57 -0.84 -0.83 -0.83 -0.83 
• 
-0.83 -0.84 -0 .84-
* Continuous current increased .from 0.30 ampere to O .35 ampere 
at the end of 3llth day. 
** Continuous current increased from 0.35 ampere to O. 36 ampere 
at the end of 341st day. 
84. 
Glass covered wires. 
' There has recently bee.n ;deve\pped in the· lab-
oratories of the Leeds and Ndrthrup ' Company a method for 
covering 0.002 in.diameter platin@wi~e with a thin 
layer of glass_. 'llhen examined 'U.Ilder . a lllicroscope , the 
_glass is seen to form a yery. adhere:p.t ,uniform coati,ng 
about 0.0005 inch in thickness. The · inwlation resis- 1 
tance of the glass covering amounts ,.-to,·.· 9:ver 100 ,000 
megohms. The wire is very f:J_e.xible ;_ ~~ :~IJ. 4 inch length 
can be bent into a circle without breakiµg the glass 
coating. 
A protected cell wire is .necessary in technical 
gas analysis cells for the analysis c;>f certain gas . mix.-
tures in order to avoid the c~talytic effect of pla.ti:n1lt'. 
< 
Pla.tinum wires which induce chemioal -rea.~t .ions are heateQ. 
by the effect of the reaction, .. wh-ich zn&Y:: cause errors of 
analysis·. In . addi t~on, pla.tinum in t~e,, role of a cata7 , 
1 ys t is. changed in structure, l(hloh tJl.$.Ul ts i:n a- C!).~ge 
of its electrical resist~nce~. 
The problem Qf : re$t-e.:ta.11qe·\t~nstanoy of . glass 
covered wires is somewhat di"ffe.ren~, .ftprn that of bar~'.:· 
pla.tinum wires, sine~ 0 .. 002 incb wi;e,1 :•n:i.ch have beet)·"· 
completely annealed_ -are so soft t~a:t - tlle.y _ ~anot be gl&:88 
covered. The annealing must be done, therefore, at ap- ·· 
proximately the opera.ti~~ tercpe~atu:,:oe of . 180°0., and this 
investi gation was conducted to determine the period of 
annealing necessary in order to obtain constancy of 
resist :=: nce. 
85. 
The twelve glass covered cell wires were mounted 
i n glass cells as described under previous investigations. 
The resistances of the wires were measured at intervals 
over a period of 198 days. Wires 6-11 were subjected to 
a. contfnuous c1..1. rren t of 0.30 8.r:ipere. Table 10 gives the 
per cent change in ~ire resistance of each wire. 
The resistance of { lass covered wire s subjected 
to a current of O. 30 ampere changes during an initial, 
annealing or aging period , after which it remains con-
stant. In order for cell wires to acquire constancy of 
resistance they must be: aged at 0.30 ~mpere for a period 
of a.t least 41 days. Unannealed bare flatinum ,~-ires 
attain a constant resista.nce in much less time. The 
total change of resis_tance of glass covered wires during 
the aging period is much less· than · that of bare v.ires. 
Th~s is probably d1.1.e to the ·pa:rtial anneali~g which the 
wires undergo d1.iring the proce,ss of glass covering. 
There are probably two reasons for the slov, 
aging of glass covered wires; first, a strain is set up 
between the glass covering and the wire which is elimina-
ted only after aging fox some ti~e at the operating 
current; second, it is known that bare drawn wires co ntain 
TABLE 10. 
GLASS COVERED WIRES 
Per Cent Change in Wire Resistance (~ ampere) 
Days 
Wire 4 24 41 62 _ 86 _93 158 198 
1 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 0 0 0 -0.01 
2 0 0 -0.01 0 0 0 -0.01 0 
3 
-0.01 0 -0.01 0 0 0 0 -0-.01 
4 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 0 +0.01 0 0 -0.01 
5 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 0 0 0 0 -0.01 
6 -0.04 -0.05 -0.09 -0.08 -0.08 -0.08 -0.09 -0.09 
7 -0.05 -0.06 -0.10 -0.09 -0.09 -0.·09 -0.10 -0.10 
8 -0.04 -0.05 -0.08 -0.08 -Q.07 -0.08 -0.08 -0."08 
9 -0.05 -0.06 -0.10 -0.11 -0.10 -0 . 10 .. . -0 . 11 -0.11 
10 -0.06 -0.06 -0.09 -0.09 -0.08 -0 , 08 -0.09 --0.09 
11 -0.05 -0.06 -0.09 -0.09 -0.09 -0.09 "" -0.10 -0.09 
12 0 -0.01 0 0 0 0 0 -0.01 · 
Per Cent Change in Wire Resistance (0 .20 ampere) 
Wire 4 24 41 62 86 93 ~ 198 
l 0 0 0 -0.01 0 0 +o.01 +0.01 
2 · -0.01 0 -0.01 0 0 +O.Ol •0.04 +0.02 
3 0 0 -0.02 -0.01 -0.02 -0.02 0 -0101 
4 0 -,0.03 +0.01 +0.01 +0.02 +0.02 +0.03 +0.03 
5 G 0 -0.02 -0.02 -0.04 -0.04 -0.04 -0.05 
6 -G.01 0 -0.07 -0.07 -0.08 ~o.oa -0.06 -0.07 
7 -0.03 -0.06 -0 .11· -0.11 -0.10 -0.10 -0.10 -0.10 
8 -0.05 -0.04 -0.11 -0.11 -0.10 -0.10 -0.10 -0.11 
9 -0.04 -0.03 -0.15 -0.10 -0.11 -0.10 -0.11 -0.11 
10 -0.05 -0.05 -0.10 -Ol ll -0.11 -0.11 -0.lI ~0.11 
11 -0.05 -0.04 -0.04 -0.12 -0.13 -0.13 -0.11 -0.14 
12 -· 0 +0.02 -0.02 -0.02 -0.01 -o.oi Q -0.01 
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dissolved gr· ses and that the resistance of the vrire 
changes when these gaoes are eliminated. by- annealing. 
The elimination of gc.::ses, however,· would be much slower 
when the wire is covered with glass:, oo that , a much l~ng?r 
aging period is necessary to atta~n constancy of resis-
tance. 
Glass · covered platinum wires have proved very 
satisfactory as gas analysis cell elements-;. . As shown 
above, they are constant in resistance aft.or.-. o.n initio.l 
aging period of approximately 41 daya. W9rk nt the 
Bureau of Standards34 has shown that platinum is ren-
dered absolutely noncatalytic by a very thin covering 
of ~lass. Glass covered cell wirec m~y therefore be 
u __ sed for measuring the thermal conductivity of t:.cea 
uhioh would undergo chemical reactions in the . cell if' 
bare wires were used. 
88. 
CHARACTERISTICS OF GAS ANAL.YSIS CELLS IN RELATION TO 
- --- . - -
S IZ T{; AND LE?-!GTH OF CELL WIRES. 
The r.1eani m::: o.[ Hch&.r c: cteristics" 
The ~ost useful relation for determination of 
the perfor:.,a.nce of a thern1al conductivity cell is that 
givin[; the resistance of the cell wire for . different 
values of current through the wire. This relation 'pro-
vides wnc: t ma,y be called a characteristic curve of ~he 
cell. In practice, this relation is usually determined 
with air in the cell, since air is one of the most 
comr:-i on constituents of gas mixtures, and is always co.n-
stant in composition. 
If two characteristic curves are . obtained, 
corresponding to two known gas compositions within tlie 
cell, a comparison of the two curves give~ the sensitfv~ 
i ty of the cell to changes of gas composi tiori for any 
value of current through the wire. It is conven.:i:ent to 
determine the tv.ro characteristic ciirv~s on ·air aj).d on "·:a 
niixture of B0'7o air-20% carbon dioxide .. 
From the resistance-curre;nt ~elations, , tne 
wire temperature-current relations ,may be o~J.cul.a.ted." 
The wire temperature for any value of current,_ and the 
change in wire temperature due to change of gas 9ompo-
sition is then known. 
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A study of cell characteristics provides a 
basis for the determination of ,the.best ou:rrxent 1o.r oell 
operation. It is then necessary to deter.mine an.Q"ther 
relation; wire resistance in relation to gae oompeeition. 
It has already been shown that the thermal conductivities 
of ma.ny gas mixtures do not follow a simple mixture rule. 
As a result, the wire resistances for a definite. value. 
of current when plotted against gas compositions do not 
give a straight line. 
Since many of the gas mixtures encount~red in 
techniccl analysis deviate from the simple mixture rule, · 
it is necessary in each case to determine a calibration 
curve. This may be done by comparing the resistances of 
a cell wire at constant current when the ·const-i tuents of 
gas mixtures vary in amount. The calibration curve must 
be determined for each set of gas mixtures to be analyzed. · 
For example, the calibration curve for a.ir-ca.rbon c3-ioxide 
mixtures differs greatly from the calibration curve for 
air-ammonia mixtures. 
Experimental procedure. 
Five types of cell wires were used •. as follows: 







LenS!h . 91 •. wire. 
4 inches. 
3 n 
2 " a If 
4 tt 
The O .002 inch and O .004 · inch wires'.: 4 inches long we:re' · 
mounted in the sta.ndard type of cell used for technidal 
analysis. The shorter wires were mounted in cells of 
correspondingly reduced length:s, but similar in all 
other respects. All cell wires .•ei~ glass co~ered. 
All measurements -of wire resistance were made 
while the cells were immersed in a constant temperaturEr 
oil bath at 40 .O .02°0. · Fotenti'a·l measurements ·were made 
with a. Leeds and Northrup Type K potentiometer. The ·· 
current through ·the wire was adjusted in ea.ch case by 
reading the potential drop across a standard one ohm 
coil in series with the wire. 
. . 
Resistance-current relations. <. 
The ohar&cterist.ic , ourvee for each wire when -
surrounded by air and by 20 ·.8'% carbon dioxide in air · 
. . 
were dete.rmined by passing a current of known value ··· 
through trie wire ana measuring t-rle p~ten~1a1 'drop "acr~es/;: 
it. The resistance w.as o·a.16*;1.atelt.?by Ohm I s law ,:for '· ~"aoh . 
value .of current throu·gh ''·the ;,rf:f•ft }; An '. tipper ·li-mft '. for · · ·· 
the Yalue of current Which 'Carl'. ·be.i used is obtai.ned· When 
the wire temperature becomes -~~o ttlgh that convecti·on ·-'.'.. '. 
currents are set up wi thln tlie \cie'i:t and cause unsteady· 
readings. 
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The date. obtained for the resistance-current 
relations y·i t b air in the cells are given in Table 11; 
data for the reeistance-current relations with 2G.2'{o car-
bon dioxide i n air in the cells are given in Table 18. 
The cho. r s. cteristic curves for the wires when s\1rrounded 
by air are shown in Fi~rure 17. The oharaeteristic 
curves for the 0.002 inch wire when surrounded by ao .~ :· 
carbon di oxide in air a,re shown in· Figure ; 18.. Similar 
co~parison curves are not s hown for the othet cell •1~~-~: 
since t b ey are very si milar in character. 
Ternnerature-current relations. 
Frorn the data given in Table 11 the temperature 
of each wire v1hen s1..i.rrounded by air was calcula'ted at 
each current used. Calculations were made by comparison 
ivi th a Bureau o f Standards calibration of . a pure platinum 
resistance thermometer. The practical upper limit of 
wire te,Ylperatu.re which can be used is a.pproximately ·-200(;)0. 
If the temperature is increased abov·e this value ootl.veo;.;..; 
tion currents set up within the o~ll oause uiis·~eaAy 
rea.dings. 
Data showing the relations of wire tem~.ratures: 
to wire currents are given in Table 13. The oharaoteris;_ 
tic curves for the temperature-current relations are 
shown in Fig-ure 19. 
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TABLE 11. 
RESISTANCE-CURRENT RELATIONS (AIR) 
Current, 0.002 in.* 0.003 in. · 0.004 in. 0 ·.004 in. 0.004 -i.:n. ,. 
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RESISTANCE-CURRE? T RELATIONS (20 .2% COa IN AIR) 
Current, 0.002 in. 0.003 in. 
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TABLE 1r:.. v. 
TEMPERATURE-CURRENT RELATIONS(AIR) 
Temperature in Degrees Centigrade. 
Current, 0.002 in. 0.003 in. 0.004 in. 0.004 in. 0.004 in. 
am:2ere. 4 in. 3 in. 2 in. 3 in. Ll!l· 
0.005 40.0 40.0 40.0 
0.010 40.0 40.0 
0.050 43.0 
0.100 52.6 44.5 41.9 41. 7 43.1 
0.150 69.1 
0.200 93.9 58.5 47.4 47.8 52.3 
0.250 129.2 
0.300 176.3 83.5 56.9 58.5 68.7 
0.325 204.9 
0.400 122.1 70.9 74.3 93:~4'· 
0.500 177.0 89.9 95.5 128.9 
0.600 248.5 114.9 123.7 176.9 
0.700 146.3 158.7 858. 7-
0.800 184.0 200.6 
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. . Resistance change ~ to change in ·gas ,· compo"si tion. 
This is a very useful re].-ation for the . comp&ri-
son of 0~11 sensitivities with different wire currents~ 
The resi-etance change due to any definite change in gaEf: 
composition may be determined. In th19 w91·k, th~ wire3 
re.sistance change CLUe to a change ' Of :-1%> carbon dioxide 
in-air was coftsidered. · 
From the data:;· g~ven in · Tab~es . ll and 12 t -he 
per · cent ·resistance cllan:ge_, from tne::· r :~eia:ta.nc'e," at zero 
current of each wire duff t~ a cllan'.g· · bf 11 carbon dici~id~ 
in air was calculated for· the d.iffe-rent currente ·used:. 
This calculation was made by use of the fo.llowing relation: 
(18) % change in R due to 1% co2=(R in 20·.2i co2 -R in air)~ . 
. . . · Rat zero current 20.2 
where R is the resistance of the wire_~. . The resistances 
of the wires at zero current were ·dete.rm!ned by extrapo1~-:-
tion of the curves in .Figure 17. ••-
The per cent resiat@q:e o~ge due to l~-of ; 
carbon dioxicltf is . given in Table 14 for each wire and ! .or;'. 
each current used. The de.ta are _Sh()wn, gr~phically in 
. . 
Figure 20.. Tlle valµe for .the:·· O::OQ2<),rictlt wire· a·tf. :'.o 1!3,5' 
' . 
ampere was derived from separate .~~/:~not •given ·~in the, . 
tables. 
At low · values of cu.rr.ent ·· the per cent res:i.etanoe 
change of a witre due to a definite change of ·gas· composi-
tion surrounding_· tbei witre increases . &lowly. As the current 
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TABLE 14. 
CHANGE OF WIRE RESISTANCE DUE TO 1,% C02 
Per Cent Cha~ in Wire Resistance 
Current, 0.002 in. 0.003 in. 0.004 in-. 0.004 in. 0. 004 <in.: -
ampere 4 in. 3 in. 2 in. 3 in. 4 ,i:h. ·. 
- , - ,,-
0 .005 0 .0003 0 b 
0.010 () 0 
0.050 0.0039 ___ ...;._ 
0.100 0.0164 0.0063 0.0010 0 .0007 - .0.0034 
0.150 0.0367 ·~.---
0.200 : 0 .0639 0.0224 0.0094 0.0094 0 .0170 
0.250 0.0931 ---- ., 
0.300 0 .1193 0.0513 0.0213 0.0214 0~0382 
0.350 0.1295 
----
0.400 0.0852 0~0362 0.0385 0 .0673 -
0.500 0 .1102 -0 .0561 0.0581 0 .1005_ 
0 .600 .0.1111 0.0715 0.0784 0 .1276 '. 
0. 700 . ---- 0.0843 0 .0945 - g :.1341 





is increased the per _,cer1t, resist ance cha.ngei/ increases . m:Ore 
rapidl y and finally app roa.che s a 9011:stant value a:t. th~> 
hi_ghest v.~ire · currents which can he used .. 
It is desirable to 1-lSe a _wire cu_rrent such 
tna.t a. definite change in ga.s composition p:r;oduces a ; 
large chang e of wire resistance ~ This condition obtai:qs . 
at the upper part of the steep _portion of the. curves shown , 
in Figure 20. At v; ire currents c_o rr.espond:i.ng to the upper_ 
horizontal port ion- of this ,curve, >inc_r.ease _ of wire ·current:· 
does no t produce an appreciably ~_rea_:ter sensi t~ vity_ih 
terms of per .cent resistance c h?,nge. Howeyer, this 
refers only to the thermal characteristici of the cell. 
Increase of current alway~ increase~the_ tbta1· bridg~_ 
sensi ti vi ty, since according t_o equation(J 7) ~h_e bridge 
sensitivity depends not only u~on the diffe~ence of r~sis7 
-
tance of the standard and measur~n~ : ~i.F.~:s, _bu_t.: al so on 
the current th~ough them .. 
Resi stance·-gas • compo·si ti6n, "relati'6ns ':: 
Thi 'necess1ts/ of' ·: ~et\~:r_mfn1hk :a : calibration: 
curve for any set of ga"s :mixttir.'~s ·\.tq :pe ': analyz ,ed ·has .;be.en' 
discu~ssed. · The exact ·· calibr'~t __ fon ,, _qµrye dep.erid"s.·_ ori the . · · 
type of cell used. and the,¥teiriperatµr.es_· of the ce~l wi_:res, 
as ·well . as on the character ·:·of __ :the- ·gas _mixtures used. 
The calibration curve ·:tor air-carbon dioxid~ 
'~ ' I 'I'- \' --, " • .• ~ 
mixtures o~er the range _of, composi~iop. 0~20 .2%, ca~b9n 
. ·. ,· . . '., ... ·.~ · ,· · .• .., .. :·:-C.:.(;·.··', ··, }' . . . c· :_:_. ·\ · , . ,.- • -:.. 
dioxide has been deterrnined·, for': each of the cells : used. 
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Five mixtures of air and carb_on dioxide were made up in>: 
co~preseeG gas cylinders, and these together with compr~ssei -
air covered t t e above .,range of compos,i tion. The carbon 
dioxide content of each mixture was det~rmined by Orsit 
2.na.l ys is. 
The resistances of the cell wires were deter-
mined ~Ihen surTouncied by each of the above gas mixtures. 
All the determinations ·for any one . qel~t were · made :;:wi th 
. . . 
constant current through the ' 'wire~ ·r ·rJ: ;), cu;tJn~ in each 
case was chosen by reference . to Figure :·20 ·SO that. the per -
.>.;;_ · 
cent resistance change of the wire ' due to change in ga_s 
com~)OSi t ion would be near the maximum. The currents 
chosen are indicated on the curves by ·shor.t crqss lines. 
bata showing the wire re sistanoes when the wire_s 
were surrounded by the various ga.s mixtures used . are given 
in Table 15. The corresponding ca.libration c_urves are 
show·n in ~i gure 21. The deviation · of -: e.aqh -curve :°:from 
linearity is shown by· straight 1in_es d~awn through the -
air and. 20. 2% carbon dioxide · pofnt;s. _: 
Bridge sensi ti vi ty obtainable ·-!2Z ~ : C?f :the . various cell wfres:;:: 
It has been shown" by,·equa:Hon {17) that the _ 
sensitivity of an unbalanced Wheatstone bridge used for · 
gas analysis may be represented by~ - V = I'(X-S). For 
2 
example, suppose that it is desired to examine the sensi-
tivity in vol ts for a c.ertain range of gas composition 
TABLE 15. 
RESISTANCE~GAS COMPOSITI01f RELATIOMS 
Resistance in Ohms 
Wire,diam.-0.002 in. 0.003 in. 






















































of a bridge containing cell ~ires of certain characteris-
ti"cs. It is neoessai·y only to cietermine the resistance 
difference in ohms of a ceiI wire when<: su;rounded by two . 
gas mixtures representing t:O.e r~ge o.f . ., gas oomp.of?ition to 
be used and to rnul tiply this value by half the -current 
in amperes. 
The bridge sens1 ti vi ty ob'tainable wijih e~ch '. 
cell over the range of gas, composition :o-.ao .0% carbon, 
dioxide in air has been d .. e .~~~mined~ Tile :Calculations . 
were made according t9 equation (17) ,::.:whe;e ,X is the *-'il't,t 
resistance in 20.0% carbond.ioxide in air and· s· ,is th_e wi·re..: 
resistance in air. The bridge in each c aee is assumed. to 
be completed with manganin ratio coils of appr.opriate 
resista.nces. The exact resistance of the 1ratio coils ie 
immaterial and may vary from 10 to 100 ohms. 
The bricige sensitivity obtainable with · eaol} cell 
is given in Table 16 . The values. given under (a) are fo~ 
wire currents u-sed in dete:rm,in·ing the resi,.stanoe-ga.s com" 
position relations. Values:,gi ven under _{b) a.re fer wire 
currents such that the wire temperatures were approxima.telj". 
1so0 c. This is a desirable pperating temperature for the 
-~: , 
cell wires, al though 1 t does\ not correspond to the same 
inflection point in the cµrves shown in Figure 20. 
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TAB~ 16. 
SENSITIVITY OF GAS ANALYSIS_BRIDGES 
Sensitivity.!!!. Volts 
Wire,diam.0.002 in 0.003 in. 0.004 in. 0.004 in. 0.004 in. 
Wire,length 4 in. 3 in. 2 in. 3 in. 4 in. 
Current, 
ampere (0.30) 
Condit ion (!:,) 
(0 .475) 







( 0 . 500) (0 • 800) 
0.01202 0.00692 







SUMMARY OF EXPERil,lEN'l"AL !Q.!!1.. 
Constancv of resistance of fine 'platinum ~ platipwn,_ 
iridium wires. 
The constancy of resistance of fine wires 
suitable for UE'. e in thermal conciuctivity cells has been 
investigated. Platinum wires annea.led at:-l000°c. were 
found to be practicc:_1ly constant in resistance over a 
period of six months. It has been found ·that 1Nires can 
be completely annea.led by heating- to 1eo0 o< · by means of 
.. . 
an electric current for one week'. Platinum-iridium 
'V!rires show the same general charact·eristics as pure 
platinum ,vi res. 
It has been shown that tensions of 1-15 grams 
may be pla.ced on a cell wire without affecting its con-
st'a.noy of resista.nce, both with no · current ·s.nd with a 
current of 0.30 ampere through the wire. Vib~ation does 
not change the resistance of a cell wire. If the vibra-
tion is severe enough the wire will break without changing 
in resistance. Wire current_s, 0.06· ampere higher than 
the normal operating current of 0.30 ampere- were found 
to have no. effect on resistance constancy. 
Platinum wires covered with a thin layer of 
glc~,ss have peen found satisfactory for use in thermal 
conductivity cells. A preliminary annealing or aging 
108. , 
period of 41 days with ·a · 0.30 am1ere wire current has been 
found necessary to insure constancy of resis~ance . ... A"fte:r 
this initial annealing or aging pe,rtod,. no appreciab1,e 
resistance changes were observe_~-~ . 
Characteristics of ~ ~lysi·a · cells ·:ili ·relation to size •· 
and length·' gL>oell ldres. 
The 9haracteristics · of five ·cell wires varying 
in die.meter and. length · have been in~estig~ted. The re-
sistance-current ~nd temperat~re-~u;rren~ .relations of 
the cell wires were dete_rmined for values of wire currents 
up to the highest which ooulq. be used • . 
The sensitivities of the cell wires to changes 
of gas composition were calculated for the different 
va.lues of wire curren~. The calib:ra.tion curve of each 
k : 
cell wire over the r~ge of_ g~e qomposi tion 0-20.~ carbon 
dioxide in air was determined. 
The sensi tivi t,y of. ,: gas . an~lysis bridges 
using the di!feren~ -cell wire·J;J investigated was calcu-
..... . -. . ~: . . ~ .. 
lated by t~e _method givel'l~ ·: .'.,~li:e;:,/pridB;~ s ensi ti vi ty gives. 
:· .. : .. :. ~ :-': . . ' ~ . .. .. . 
a comp~rison of perfo_rma,ntl,~ .ot: t -h~: .di.(ferent cells ·tested/ 
109 •. 
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